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THE CYCLE IS COMPLETE!
-1992 —
EAPA Standards II:
Employee Assistance Programs
Specific, core, program standards

The Appendix to
Standards Part II
Examples of policies, forms,

$30 Each, Nonmembers

and the intent of each standard.

and samples on core functions
of EAP activity, such as
EAP Data Elements, Policy
Statements, Intake Forms and more.
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StandcYrds II Terminology

—1993 —

$20 Each, Members

EAP Common Terminology

Introducing the

GLOSSARY
OF EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
TERMINOLOGY
$15 for Members; $20 for Nonmembers
EAPA proudly presents a book
useful to new practitioner and
veteran alike, providing the
standardization of terminology
needed for advancement of the
field.
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The Glossary is here to help
professionals communicate
effectively with one another
for information management
purposes, and to educate other
occupational and behavioral
health practitioners about
employee assistance practiice.

The Needed Link of Consistency for the EAP Field

Purchase All Three Documents: $50 for Members; $70 for Nonmembers
Check, Money Order, Visa, MasterCard, American Express
Write, Call or Fax
EAPA,Inc. • 2101 Wilson Boulevard • Suite 500 • Arlington, VA 22201
Telephone: (703) 522-6272
Facsimile: (703) 522.4585
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PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE

Financial Responsibility
informed choices when using credit.
The ToolBox, Education Action Kit,
quarterly newsletters and video were
n this month's Exchange, you will
offered to EAPA chapters around the
find several excellent articles about
country. Some examples of how this
the experiences of our members as
material was used includethefollowing:
they intervene i nto the trau ma of layoffs.
• A local union in Michigan hosted
Their consultation has been with the
a booth in the cafeteria and setthe
organization, groups of
video to play on a continuous
employees,supervisorsand union
basis.
representatives, as well as with
• A University of California
individual employees and their
branch campus made the
families.
No workplace,
information available via
community, occupation or
electronic newsletter.
profession is immune from this
• A bank in San Francisco
economic reality of the 1990s.
displayedthe calculatorand other
These Exchangearticlesspeak
materials intheemployee library.
to the impact of layoffs — stress,
• Health fairs and brown-bag
violence, family turmoil,
lunch sessions were popular
chemical dependency, sleep
methods for distribuCion.
disruption, diminished self• Several of our local EAPA
esteem, etc. But,there is another Sandra Turner is pictured with Luther R.Gatling,President,Budget chapter leaders participated in a
obvious, impact of layoffs — &Credit Counseling Service,Inc., New York, New York,duringthe ten-city teleconference on
financialindebtedness. In a 1993 February 17 American Express Financial Responsibility Leadership financial responsibility in 1993.
Roundtable, held in Washington, D.C.
study conducted by Princeton
Based upon the very positive
Survey Associates for the American
response from these members, EAPA
carries an average of nine credit cards in
Express Company, 19 percent of 2,000
wi I I partner with the American express
his or her wallet!
adults surveyed name unemployment
Companyandvariousconsumer,pubtic
Employee assistance professionals
or the threat of layoffs as a big financial
know too well the other causes of
interest and finance professionals'
concern. Many admitted that they are
organizations in 1994 to better adapt
financial devastation: chemical
living beyond their means. Among the
these materials to the workplace and
dependency, gambling, sexual
group feeling overwhelmed by debt,
distribute them more widely to our
addiction,depression,manic-depressive
many more point to their inability to
membership. Order blanks for this free
illness, maritalconflict,stress,etc. When
save(64 percent) and inability to afford
material will be distributed to chapter
these problems present at the EAP, we
extras (61 percent) as big personal
officers through the Chapter Officers'
have an important role in setting a
financial problems now. Fewer focus
newsletter. More detailed information
comprehensive treatment plan that may
on their level of debt itself(40 percent).
will become available this Summer
include behavioral counseling,
But they should focus on debt because
about the November financial
appropriate
pharmacological
when employees live on credit —
responsibility teleconference. Many of
interventions and self-help support
beyond their means —and then lose
our members will be able to access this
groups. Following shortly thereafter
their jobs, the results can quickly be
financial seminarthrough local satellite
should come financial counseling to
disastrous.
links around the country.
resolve the burden of indebtedness 'so
Especially during times of layoffs or
EAPs are increasingly involved in the
often associated with these conditions.
underemployment, money managedesign and implementation of
In order to enhance EAPA members'
ment and the proper use of credit -are
workplace interventions aimed at the
array of financial educational and
essential to a family's financial wellprevention of the acute manifestations
counsel i ng resources,EAPA participated
being. But even at times of full
of mental illness and chemical
last Spring in the American Express
employment,people maydeveloperedit
dependency. Please remember that
Financial Responsibility Program. That
problems from a lack of financial
financial training is "prevention," too.
company provided consumereducators,
planning, credit education, or a
Especially during periods of layoffs,
advocates, community leaders and
miscalculationofearnings.)ustconsider
money managementand the proper use
business representatives with materials
these facts. In our society today, 6,000
of credit are essential to a family's
and information to help us teach our
financial institutions issue more than
financial well-being.
~
members/employees. how to make
predicted that60 to 80new co-branded

by Sandra Turner, CEAP
EAPA President

10,000 kinds of credit cards.

cards(issued jointly by a business and a
financial institution) will be introduced
this year. Each makes great-sounding
promises which can actually result in
increased consumer costs. And finally,
consider th is fact:.Each adu It American

It is
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FROM THE C.O.O.

EAPA Colleague to Colleague Assistance:
The L.A. Earthquake
by Michael L. Benjamin
Chief Operating Officer

"
id you feel that?" As I was
D talking bytelephonewith
Dave Carroll, Kaiser
Permanente EAPAccountManagerand
a member of the EAPA San Fernando
Valley Chapter, Dave asked that
question in a somewhat rhetorical
fashion. However, for many of you
living in the Los Angeles area, you did
feel the 3,000th aftershock, even as
late asmid-February,that resu Ited from
the January 17th earthquake, with its
6.8 magnitude that killed 57 people,
injured morethan 7,000,leftthousands
of people homeless and resulted in
billions of dollars in damage.
For EAPs in the Los Angeles area, it,
meantdoubleduty—dealingwith self,
family and community and addressing
the needs ofthe work organ ization. As
Sandra Turner, EAPA President, stated
in our lettertochapterpresidents,EAPA
members, particularlythose inthe San
Fernando Valley Chapter, were faced
with enormous tasks of preparing to
conduct critical incident stress
debriefings as they assisted each
companyand itsemployees in dealing
with losses. Additionally these EAPA
members also had to manage their
own reactions to the loss and
destruction of their homes and
neighborhoods.
As an association, it was necessary
for us to respond to this very sudden
disaster. We know from the literature
that peer intervention techniques—
colleague–to–colleague assistance—
arevery effective because ofthe u n ique
situation co-workers are in. We also
know that co-workers can approach
peers on a much more personal level
and are accepted because co-workers
see these colleagues as credible and
accessible.
Based on this concept, Sandra
Turner suggested that EAPA members
across the country be encouraged to
volunteer to be a "buddy" to a San
Fernando Valley Chapter member.
With the Valley Chapter having 116
EAPA EXCHANGE
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members, we wanted to get a
designated "buddy"from each chapter
to provide peer assistance.
In late January, letters went out to
Chapter Presidents, Board of Director
members, and EACC members asking
for volunteers. The assignment of
"buddies" was handled through the
LTV Steel Company's EAP office in
Cleveland, Ohio. Each chapter
"buddy" was given the name and
phone number of a San Fernando
Valley Chapter member to call. The
instructions were simple: call as soon
as possible; inquire about that chapter
member's well-being; offer support,
consultation,etc;and arrange ongoing
communication as agreed between the
two. Has the colleague–to–colleague
assistance worked? By late February,
we were able to identify 34 "buddies"
and in early February, we received a
thank you note from Barbara J. Anable,
Ph.D. of the San Fernando Valley
Chapter which I would like to share
with you:
. .l am so proud to say my
professional group did remember to
contact those ofus that help everyone
else! I thank you for behaving as a
professional in the treatment of the
membership.
As you know, the epicenter. has
been redefined, as well as the
adjustment of the duration in
to
comparison
original
announcements...much worse than
original reports and much longer in
the quake duration. It is at a point
where we have a #3(3.0on the Richter
scale) or greater every morning
between 3and6 AM.1 nowawaken at
2:30 AM so 1 am ready to respond. .
.depending on the severity...at3 to 6
AM when the earthquake hits!
Each earthquake brings further
damage and one can hardly file an
insurance claim because there seems
to be no end and no way to predict the
cost involved.
Thank you for your kindness in
sending the letter. 1 will treasure it
forever and keep it with my re-

certification papers toshow everyone.
1'll look forward to a visit with my
"buddy" and I'm sure proud of you
folks.
Also, I would liketothank LTV Steel
Company for their generous support
and to Elaine Duckworth of LTV's EAP
office for assisting us in this effort.
At the March. Board meeting, a
recommendation will be made to the
Board of Directors to convene a Task
Force that would be responsible for
developing a colleage–to–colleague
assistance disaster contingency plan
with the possibility of working with
the Federal Emergency Management
Administration.
More on this to come!
C~

MANAGEMENT TRAINING FOR
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

THE
DRYDEN
FILE II ~MCMLXXXVIII Motivision, Ltd.

UPDATED WITH NEW FACES, NEW
SETTINGS AND A NEW ENDING.

24 Minutes
Available on 16mm Color Film
and Video Tape (all formats).
Previews $25 U.S.
Deductible Upon Purchase
Purchase Price $495 U.S.
Plus Shipping

Motivision. I.Id
2 Beechwood Road
Hartsdale. N Y 10530
Call (914) 684.0110

ALSO ASK FOR A COURTESY PREVIEW OF
"EAP-AT YOUR SERVICE!" TO ENCOURAGE
SELF-REFERRALS. LENGTH:B MIHUTES.
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E•A•P•A
TRAINING
PRESENTING A 2-DAY
EAP.TRAINING COURSE
The Elements of EAP:A Comprehensive Overview
The Employee Assistance Professionals Association (EAPA) is pleased to
presentthisquality two-day training,taught by pioneering professionals in
thefield, Brenda BlairandAssociates. Itis divided intosix modules covering
the six core areas of EAP practice and will provide participants with stateof-the-art information on the foundation of employee assistance programming. This course is especially valuable to:
1 human resource practitioners
1 benefits managers
1 nursing and medical professionals
1 those associated with the allied
health fields
The Need
EAPA has recognized the need and desire of those professionals working
with EAPstoaugmenttheirexistingskills and educational experiences with
state-of-the-art information about the field of employee assistance
programming.
The Results!!
Goodpace! Excellentgroupdynamics! Greathandouts! Greafpresenters!
These were among the comments from participants of the course's
first two offerings in Portland, OR and Trenton, NJ. Of a possible 5.0, the
overall evaluation score was an excellent 4.65!
The Goal
To develop,expand and refine EAP knowledge,skills and abilities, regardless
of educational and work experiences and encourage active class participation
and discussion,thereby enhancing the overall learning experience and the
direct application of presented information to participants' work
environments.
Unlike anything presented before, the EAPA-sponsored training courses
bear the endorsement of EAPA—the premier international association
of employee assistance professionals, and the approval of EAPA's
Education and Training Committee. EAPA's lamp-of-knowledge
emblem is your assurance of a quality educational product
representative of the EAP field:
Training Locations
1 Apr(118-19, Holiday Inn, Nashville, TN
1 April 27-28, Roosevelt Hotel, Manhatten, NY
1 May 2-3, Memorial Spring Shadows Glen, Houston, TX
1 September 12-13, Hyatt at LAX, Los Angeles, CA
1 November 16-17, Back Bay Hilton, Boston, MA

~~ ~

OPEN LINES
Virtual Reality Meets Financial Statements
—Patricia (Cat) Sherlock, CEAP, Lawrenceville, GA
In the November/December issue of the Exchange, I read two articles
that bothered me at the time and have continued to concern me.
1. EAPA President Sandra Turner's "Virtual Reality" article was
disconcerting because if she sought to approximate the benefit of
being in Anaheim, she was;not informed about some critical issues.
Members voiced concerns about the direction, finances and staffing
patterns our association is utilizing at the very time we face what my
boss used to call "insurmountable opportunities." There was no
mention of this in her column (fir in January's Exchange).

2. Michael Benjamin's column was even more distressing. Since we
have had for two years a C.O.O. who is an experienced association
manager (and not a CEAP), I am confused as to why we are merely
"attempting" to balance the budget for 1993-1994.
•
It seems paradoxical to celebrate more than 7,000 members
while acknowledging we have lost 1,055 people in the past year. My
press release from 10/92 from National EAPA already claimed the
7,000 figure. With 16 percent of membership not renewing last year,
this is a specious claim of success at the kindest definition.
•
I am not aware of any efforts to ascertain where these people
have gone and why our membership did notjump to 8,000,ratherthan
fall to 7,000. My arithmetic($115 x 1,055 = $121,325)concludes that
had we retained those members,we would not have a shortfall(which
was reported as $94,573) at all.
•
Why are our contributions down 50 percent— $49,735 —from
last year? Is anybody asking the donors and we are just not hearing
about it?
•
It seems contradictory to me that our association moved — to a
largerspace with presumably higher rent plus moving costs— atatime
when staff has been cut in areas that are critical to members.

In this time ofuncertainty/opportunity, it would seem logical to
poll the membership about priorities, or at the very least, check in with
those "customers" who have left. Did we miss any opportunities to
served Are we losing our constituency to other organizations, such as
Employee AssistanceSo~ietyof North America(EASNA)or Institute for
Behavioral Healthcare? If so, why?
At the national meeting in Anaheim, I talked with many folks
whoshared myconcerns about lackof leadership from our association.
We are facing critical timing issues because most of us feel there is a
window of opportunity for both healthcare reform and managed care
and the way in which it interfaces with our historical position. It is
imperative that we seizethisopportunity...orlose our initiative in how
we are defined.
As professionals, we expect to be involved with people at
change points in their lives; why is our association so slow/reluctant/
distressed/disorganized atthistimeofprofessionalchange? Idon'tsee
our association navigating change — healthcare reform, licensure of
EAPs, interfacing with managed care — in apro-active EAP manner.
As an EAP, I assess needs, define services, teach and model
(when I can) appropriate behavior, sit with.~enple while they go
through chaos/challenge, refer to good care givers,follow and support
the client and the treatment plan and ease any transitions of the
employee and the managers. As a professional manager, I teach,
support, guide,consultand prod myorganization into hopefully WIN/
WIN situations.
Finally, I need to state my concern and invite comment about
what(perceive as short-term management and inappropriate goals for
our finances and in strategic planning. We have not scheduled
Continuous Quality/Total Quality Improvement processes for our
Board and staff, So how can "we think what we thought and expect
different results."
One indicator of a "professional" outfit is its openness to
constructive confrontation, and I offer these comments in that light.
The Exchange encourages commentary from its membership.
Publications deadlines require lead time ofsix weeks prior to coverdate.
APRIL 1994
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"Is it over?"

NEW BEGINNING

After iYs happened once — or in many cases, two, three or four times —will you ever breathe free that
no more employees, including yourself, will be dealt a staggering blow by a single piece of pink paper?
According to the Clinton Administration, the economy is embarking on a 3.3 percent upswing. First-time
applications for unemployment insurance are down. On the other hand, AT&T announced in February a
planned elimination of 15,000 positions. EAPA member and CEAP Jeff Chamberlin says a workforce
reduction of 17,000 by his company, General Telephone, will take place between now and 1996 — he fully
expects to be one of the first to be laid off. To those who will be laid off — as well as managers and other
employees who survive — it will seem impossible to get past this ending of life as they've. known it.

TR.A_~T~ITION
Sad Stats
The 1993 American Management Association (AMA) Survey on Downsizing, based on August 16
responses from 870 human resources managers in AMA-member companies', found that reductions rose
slightly in the 12 months endingJune 1993. Sixty-six percentcited a business downturn as a primary rationale
for the action. Companies moving toward an "irreducible core of permanent employees" have initiated
multiple layoffs; 65 percent of the firms downsizing in one year do so again the following year.
For the second time in the past three years, wholesale and retail traders led in reported reductions. Cuts
were deeper everywhere except in the Mid-Atlantic states.

When Pink Isn't Pretty
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Larger companies were more likely to trim jobs than
smaller ones, but small firms cut more deeply when they
downsizecl. For example, in companies with fewer than
100 employees, the 36.5 percent that downsized affected
19.4 percent of the workforce. For the first time, more than
half of the .jobs eliminated belonged to exempt (nonhourly)workers: supervisors, managers, professionals and
technicians. Interestingly, 60 percent of the firms that
downsized in the period concurrently hired new workers
in other units or locations, As a result, 13 percent of the
companies reporting cuts realized a net gain in employees
and 17 percent reported no net change.
Twenty-two percent ofthe respondentfirms plan future
reductions before the end ofJune 1994. However, larger
firms are more likely than smaller ones to plan cuts up to
a year in advance and the share of total respondents
reporting cuts at the end of the period is double and
sometimes triple the share reporting plans in hand at the
beginning of the period. And, policies that seek to reduce
layoffs —such as "sharing the pajn" through shortened
work weeks, job sharing and salary freezes or reductions
— are on the decline.
AMA says a reported rise in outplacement assistance is
to be viewed with caution, as the figures include firms that
gave any level of assistance to any displaced worker. Only
45 percent of companies that downsized offered
outplacement aid to all those fired. Moreover, actual
assistance can vary from full services by a professional
outplacement firm to mimeographed handouts featuring
tips on writing resumes. Managers are far more likely to
receive professional outplacement help than nonexempts.
Action
Outplacement
assistance
Extended severance
pay

7/92 - 6/93
78.3%

7/91 - 6/92
77.1%

44.4%

45.1%

Extended health

41.5%

36.9%

benefits
Job retraining

10.6%

17.7%

As an unsettling post script, AMA says that fewer than
half the firms that have downsized since January 1988
report that profits increased after the cuts were made and
only a third reportincreases in worker productivity. Almost
invariably, worker morale suffers. The more frequent the
cuts, the greater the effects —both positive cznd negative
— on profits, productivity and employee turnover. A
March 15, 1992 article in The Washington Post presaged
these statistics, naming as the ultimate casualty ofdownsizing:
"the corporations themselves, which may never regain
workers'full loyalty and productivity. `Often,executives
don't anticipate the massive human problems that
attend organizational change, and that's what is most
likely tofoil success,'said Richard McKnight,a downsizing
consultant. `The numbers might be right, the forecasts
might be right and the stock analysts might approve
wholeheartedly,but ifthe human aspects aren't managed
well, the effort can go into the tank."'

Preparing for the Worst
Manage~:5 make mandated selections for layoffs among
valued employees,knowing they themselves may he next.
Employees enduring successive layoffs may find one
resource —their EAI'— is already among the missing. In
not-so-rare scenarios, entire companies have shut,down.
The fear, anxiety, uncertainty and grief forever change
corporate cultures and employee attitudes toward their
company. Before the rumors begin, before the first
employee is approached by a manager to hear this will be
the end of his or her years with the company, a plan
considering every possible outcome will be in place, if a
company seeks to come out ofthe process with the desired
result ofgreater productivity at less cost. Thatcompany will
marshall the expertise of all areas and function as a team.
The EAP —with its expertise in behavior management,will
be a key ingredient in success and will serve on the
committee within the human resource department planning
the layoff or plant closure.The EAP will provide training for
managers as well as for counselors. And the EAP will be
utilized by both employees and managers throughout and
following the layoff. Again,that is, if the company truly has
its sites trained on long-term success.

What Managers Need.to Know
Properly preparing supervisors and managers for
impending layoffs is of no less value than properly
outfitting and training a fire fighter before sending him
or her into a blaze. Damage can be light or total,
depending on the type of planning and training given to
all who will interface with employees during this agonizing
time. Management, not trained in human behavior, is illprepared to: know what to expect from employees; give
"bad news" to good employees; put their .own career
worries aside; deal with stress; recognize the problems
that lie ahead; manage without sufficient information;
build new teams; deal with resistant employees; deal
with suffering employees; be proactive in communicating
news and helping the employee to understand conditions
which have led to this event. The EAP can be a strong
part of management training.
The manager's first hurdle is when he or she is given
a number of employees who must be cut. Who will it be?
There may be a very few employees whose lower
productivity make them likely candidates. What about
the others, each of whom seems as valuable as the next?
Each of whom the manager has come to know over a
number of years. What about the one who -has just
purchased the new house? Whose wife has just had a
baby? Whose husband has just been laid off? Attaining
and being able to live with the needed level of objectivity
cannot come without adequate preparation and training.
If the manager has never been in the position of laying
off an employee, he or she will never forget the experience
of taking an employee to news that will shock and may
cause unending hardship. In the compelling video
"Preparation for Downsizing: Change in the Workplace"
APRIL 1994
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(FLI Learning Systems, Inc.), 'F-=
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one CEAP recounts seeing a '^~~~
manager walking across a factory
~;'-,
floor, past anxious workers who
~

Afder the
first layoff,

employees

Managers report a loss ofcontrol
"',",~;,~~ as "business as usual" seems to fly
out the window and they grapple to
_ =__
bring it back.A sure sense ofdirection
changes to faltering steps in a
landscape of uncertainty. Within this
~
maelstrom of emotions and events,
the manager is expected toset a positive
example to lead both the employees
who will soon leave and those who are
lefr to constitute the new,leanerworkforce.
His or her own feelings must be kept in
check during the long hours of each day —
and even when seeing employees outside
of work.
As with all events ofsuch magnitude,the
world as the manager knows it is forever
changed. Managers report that the layoff
experience changes the manner in which
they relate to employees. They may
choose not to be as friendly with an
employee because that employee could
be the next one laid off. There may be
good or bad aspects to this. And some
managers who have survived say they
emerged from the process as a tougher,
stronger person. They also feel more
motivated to become involved in other
areas of the business to make their unit
— and the company — stronger. The
manager cannot guarantee job security
in the way that previous generations
expected; they must seek, instead, to
create an environment in which
'~~
~~ employees will want to work,will
~~
want to stay, and can feel a sense
of achievement about what they

~=
each wonder "Is it me?," and then
~ ,„-=~-.
tensely await
walking back with an employee
~~ `'~~ ==
the next
carrying a box of his or her
~ 1;~~
~~~\\
explosion.
~\~\
possessions, taking him or her to
outplacement, standing there
\~~j
helplessly for a momentbefore turning
~fi
around to do the same thing again. The
~;~~~ .
j; ~-- '~.
manager explains that it feels like "taking
~~%_ :-- `_~
someone to a firing squad." Another
~~.. ,.,;%
manager tells of having to give assignments
,~; ~,~ ~.
to an employee who will never be able to
,
complete it —just to make things appear
normal, until they suddenly aren't. Once
layoffs begin, employees will come to the
manager asking,"Am I next?" The manager
cannot tell them. An employee will ask,
"Why me? Who's going to replace me?
What is wrong with me?" The manager
cannot answer.
Managers may experience a sense of
guilt, believing if they had been more
effective,more motivational,more attuned
to the corporate environment, this layoff
wouldn't have happened. They may feel
guilt about causing pain in their
employees' lives, even though they had
no choice. They may feel guilt about the
silence they must keep about certain
company directives or about other
employees whom they know will be
terminated in the next days. "Some ofthe
people don't find jobs for months," said a
manager. "I'll see a former employee at the
are doing.
mall, or in the grocery store, or walking along
A tall, tall task.
the street. I'm not even allowed to say `We really miss you'
Managers, besides utilizing the EAP for training, also
or even `I'm really sorry,'because it may be used against the
need to be able to use the EAP as their own confidential
company."
resource. EAPs, in counseling managers and employees,
And managers must be prepared for a plethora of
may advise them to practice the five "Rs," as outlined in
problems among all employees,from a drop in morale, to
FLI's "Change in the Workplace" series:
a corresponding drop in loyalty to the company,to reduced
ReIIect on what is about to happen and what has
productivity because workers are preoccupied or resentful,
happened,considering individual reactions to change in
to frayed nerves causing employees to snipe at one
general. Consider how past problems have been dealt
another, to higher absenteeism as employees suffer from
with and avoid the temptation to jump to conclusions
depression or anger, or as they pound the pavement
based on past experiences;
looking for work, to employees or family members going
Reassess the change, separate what is known from
to the hospital with stress-related illnesses, to sabotage, to
violence. Survivors may take fewer risks and blame others
what is not known and develop a new vision of one's
self as a worker in the organization;
for difficulties;they become increasingly resigned,fatigued
Ritualize, seeking to maintain routine in personal and
and depressed, experience a deepening sense of loss of
control; and they get angrier. As difficult as it may be,
professional life wherever possible;
Rehearse the words which will have to bespoken again
managers must walk the line between being a fount of
support and demanding productivity from affected and
and again;
Relax, using exercise, rest sleep, stress management
surviving employees. They must seek to spot problems
and contact the proper resources.
techniques and a sense of humor.
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What Employees Need to Know

permanent separating system," says Kawakami, "and
they supplemented that with additional services and
activities. The goal was to place everyone."
Westinghouse's success rate of SO percent does not
account for those employees who chose to go to school,
retire, take on family duties, etc. Westinghouse offered
training courses (computer. business, personal
development) and held job fairs; the state of Maryland
came in for unemployment sign-up. The company paid
postage for resumes, and provided telephones and faxes
for employee use.

people

The employee is likely to undergo one, some or all
phases of a Brieving process, sometimes leaving one
phase only to return to it again,and again,and again. The
EAP leas been trained to recognize the stages: denial;
anger; bargaining; depression; and, eventually,
acceptance. Each stage can be healthy if the EAP
provides avenues for the employee to express emotions
—and express them appropriately, rather than directing
their feelings toward co-workers, supervisors, family or
the community. Employees also need to hear the truth
— as much as is allowed — and be updated as frequently
as possible. When tossed between wave and trough
What Counselors Need.to Know
during and after the layoff storm,information is a beacon
This is a stressful time for all employees —and their
in the night. EAPs can advise managers ofthe importance
families. It will be important for counselors to have their
of full and open communication. David M. Noer, in a
own family's support and understanding during a tune ',
Center for Creative Leadership's "Issues &Observations"
when they will have t4 remain very strong. Affected
newsletter, says, "It is impossible for managers to
employees and survivors alike — whether.referred to the
overcommunicate during layoffs. The system should be
EAP and/or other counselor,or coming oftheir own accord
flooded with information — verbal, nonverbal, oral,
—will need to go through their grief process. The person
written,formal, informal, up, down and laterally —over
providing counsel must not become defensive in the face
and over again. Even when a manager has repeatedly
of anger, resentment and frustration.
said the same thing to the same audience in the same
If a 'counselor brought in to assist during lay-offs
way, he ox she should redouble the effort. I have yet to
becomes concerned about an employee's safety or the
find an organization that has satisfied the need of layoff
safety of others, says Jim O'Hair, Manager EAP for
survivors for information."
Westinghouse/ESG, he/she should contact the EAP.
EAP services, which can include counseling during
Westinghouse provides an EAP Report Form on the
the grief process,as well as training on financial planning,
employee which, in addition to name/
stress management, conflict resolution and
address/phone, requests:
other appropriate topics, will optimally
• the employee's age, sex, marital status
continue for six months after the employee's
and Social Security Number;
termination or plant closure. The EAP can
• information on any current medical
further interact with other areas, e.g., working
treatment
with Security on an "emergency plan" to
•description of the employee's behavior
respond to an employee's threats against the
• any mention ofsuicide or suicidal thoughts
company,a fellow employee or him/herself.
• any reference that would endanger a coIn the event of a large layoff from a major
worker, amanager, or the facility.
Jim O'Hair
company, the EAP may wish to inform
Many EAPs can empathize with someone
psychiatrists affiliated with area hospitals
who is faced with helping others overcome
about the planned layoff. The EAP will also
this trauma, only to become lay-off victims
I3uring
help the organization and employees achieve
themselves. Jeff Chamberlin, CEAP, is a
normalcy following a layoff or before a plant
cable splicer for General Telephone in
downsizing
closing.
California,while also providing EAP services
Good outplacement counseling includes
is preciseCy
for his union. "On December 15,500 people
training or retraining, career counseling
were laid off;on March 5 another 557
when
allowing for the development of new skills
were laid off," says Chamberlin. "The new
and dealing with underlying problems triggered
lay-off
after that will be inJune orJuly — I'm
companies
by the layoffs. An outplacement resource
looking at probably losing my job by July."
center will open before the first layoff has
Chamberlin is scheduled to speak at a
must realize
occurred to provide business services and, in
summer seminar sponsored by the Nevada
conjunction with the EAP,job/personal training.
the true
Bureau of Alcohol and Drugs on the union
Steve Kawakami, Outplacement Director
side of gearing up for layoffs. (See article,
benefit of
at Westinghouse/Electronic Systems Group
page 20.)
in Maryland, recounted nearly 4,500
having an
employees laid off within ESG. The fourth
Overcoming the Stigma
wave of layoffs occurred during the first
EAP.
one wants to refer to the EAP in a
"No
quarter of 1993."Westinghouse had a strong
downsizing environment,"says O'Hair. "Yet,
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during downsizing is precisely when companies must
experiencing and will continue to
realize the true benefit of having an EAP. The companies
experience. Thiede Wray reports
the
displaced
and
the
see
the
real
crisis
among
that of those utilizing the group
need to
survivors. Problems which lurk just beneath a surface in
sessions, 85 percent were survivors.
Aboutten individuals who were laid
an employee are likely to come out during a downsizing.
off came to the EAP seeking
For example,a supervisor's previously checked anger nnay
counseling or resource assistance. A
now come out,rendering him orher ineffectual in motivating
to
high
sic-point
sheet for managers gives
That
same
anger
can
lead
blood
employees.
advice
to motivate employees Bethany Thiede Wray
on
how
cardiac
problems,
domestic
problems.
The
EAP,
pressure;
during
change,
which includes
can
intervene
with
the
supervisor."
with the manager,
"It's very
monitoring
of employee
unlimited
appointments
Westinghouse has
available to
key that
reactions over time;a sevenemployees. While identifying, counseling, or referring
managers
point sheeYgiven toall who
for treatment is within the realm of the EAP, the
and
~
are
affected
by
change
successful program will have a far greater proactive role. t
deals
with
advice
for
Bethany Thiede Wray, CEAP,coordinates the EAP ~~
supervisors
managing change, such
~ ~Ai
program for St. Agnes Hospital in Fond du Lac,
understand
F, ~ `- ~
as training for change
Wisconsin. An internal and external provider, the
Zt'S gOZ1lg t0
bylearningflexibility
St. Agnes EAP services 1,300
~~
take more
`~~C
through adopting
'
employees of the hospital
time than
~; different
as well as 11,000 ,,
~~
viewpoints.
employees with
"~ ~~''y
Z~SZ~aIfOr
Thiede Wray
41 companies. In ~ _
work to
~'°; ,
~~pt feels the sooner
, , .~
December, St.
be
accom+~;,
pending tayAgnes began a
~'~"~~'
pl~shec~
~~~~~,, = offs are made
restructuring
;~,i ;
w~~,
= known to the
:•~ ;~ ~ ~i%:~;!%%~„ '~
which resulted in
'~`'
~ I~ EAP and HR, the better, allowing
approximately 70
~ ~~~%o,',~~~~~~
~
~i for more proactive help,sharing of
employees being
~~~~\ ~ ~~
'
information, and planning and
,~,,,,,, ~ ~'
i
affected either by
strategizing for dealing with the
schedule reduction in '"~~~~""'• - ~
downsizing. "It's very key that
their hours or layoff;
~~ ~ managers and supervisors
~~ ,,n~~~~r~, '~
eight of the 70 were
understand it's going to take more
management posi''/~~~' ~~
~~i, ~~~~~
~~`
;,~ time than usual for work to be
lions, which is 20
~ accomplished,"says'Thiede Wray,
percent
of the
j~''~• ,~`~
"and for productivity to come
~
management staff of
•=y~~~~i fy~1 ?~
~` ~
_. back to even amid-way point."
the
hospital. i~f
~;~,
Utilization of services ~I~~` ~y%,
/
offered through the
~~I~
Restructuring-Induced
EAP by affected and
"' ~~ ~
Paradigm Shifts
surviving employees
~~'_ ~,„„
brought
out in the AMA survey,
As
was voluntary. Thiede
a\
level are occurring
layoffs
at
management
,~, "'y
Wray's EAP, which
rates
never
before
seen. Even if the
at
~~~~~f
reports directly to the Vice
manager
is
not
laid
off,
he or she may
President of Business
j
find
himself
or
herself
in
a
lower position.
Development, was told of the
for
the
time, report to
A
man
may,
first
pending layoffs a little more than a
a
man
or
may,for the
a
woman;
woman
week in advance. EAP and HR
first
time,
report
to
someone
much
interfaced to come up with ideas. The EAP
younger.
They
may
be
referred
to
.the
setup half-hour sessions for groups of ten to
Even ifthe
"adjustment
disorder." The biases
15 people, providing a forum to present issues manager is not EAP for an
they're dealing with, says O'Hair, are really
employees have with change and their
laid off, he or based in fear. "You must deal with the source
experiences. These were followed up with
she mayfind of the fear and seek to overcome that fear in
interdepartmental programs dealing with how
small steps. You tell the employee that `It's a job
himselfor
the change specifically affected each. The
— if you do it well, that's what is important'."
third step, which Thiede Wray was about to
herseCfin a
Mardee Beckman has, like the.phoeni~c, risen
begin,trained directors and managers on how lower position.
from
the ashes of 50,000 layoffs at McDonnell
with
deal
changes
they
are
to continue to

~~~'~

~~
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Douglas — including her EAP. In Beckman's case,
however, she continues to provide EAP services for the
company. .as an external EAP, She joined Value
Behavioral Health, a company which is the product of a
merger between American PsychManageinent and
Preferred Health Care, at the beginning ofJanuary 1994.

"On December 31, 1993, I was a McDonnell Douglas
employee. The day after divestiture, I was an external
consultant and EAP practitioner, with McDonnell Douglas
as my `anchor client.'" Beckman concedes that she's had
to make a "paradigm shift," viewing former co-workers
as clients. Previously, when the Human Resources
Department would ask for a specialized service, she'd
say,"Sure,when do you want it?" Now,before negotiating
the due date she says, "Is that a part of the contracted
price? If not, I'll work up a price for that service,"
Beckman believes that this has been a very positive
experience for her. "I had been with McDonnell Douglas
for nine years and starting to look for a new challenge,"
she says. "They're pleased that I've found that challenge
and at the same time able to remain with them as their
EAP." Beckman concedes that the paradigm shift has
caused an initial uncertainty in how the former cow~rkers and friends will relate to each other on a
business level (Another article on EAP life after
downsizing appears on page 21.)

Downsize-proofing the EAP

everything done in the organization must have
demonstrated value.. ,everything. This is a tenet applied
fiom top management to the least employee to the entire
administrative support division, including.the EAP. Jon
Lobe, president of Lobe &Associates and formerly Bell
Atlantic's EAP specialist, notes that entire Human
Resources areas are being outsourced. Why? Because
the extra costs associated with staffing programs internally
have not been found to be justified. At least part of this
inay be because these areas never structured evaluation
for demonstration of value into their systems. Lobe says,
"If you can't prove your worth to an organization, then
you probably shouldn't be there anyway. We have to get
better at validating our existence and proving our value."
'The respondent base of the AMA sample is considered an
accurate sampling of AMA's total corporate membership of 7,000
organizations, which in toto employ one-fourth of the American
workforce. Ninety percent of the surveyed firms gross more than
$10 million annually, which puts them in the top two percent of
U.S. corporations. Fifty-one percent are manufacturing firms; 20
percent of U.S. corporations are manufacturers.
The Exchange thanks Westinghouse Corporation/ESG EAP
and FLI Learning Systems for information used in this article. FLI
currently has three sets of videos available to help managers and
human resource personnel cope with change in the workplace:
Preparation for Downsizing, Facility Closing, and Life After
Restructuring. Call Diane Menie at (609) 466-9000 or fax (609)
466-2333 for more information. Articles from the February 1992
EAPA Exchange and the July/August 1992 EAP Digest were also
used to prepare this article.

"Because companies are not regulated by standards
for their EAP," says O'Hair,"nothing prevents them from
providing the minimal level of service that still allows
them to say`We have an EAP'." O'Hair, who
notes that Westinghouse's strong EAP
remains performance-based intervention,
says that many programs are now benefitsdriven to contain costs — a significant
difference in program implementation and
in employee perception of the EAP.
"Employees must see the EAP as their
program, not the company program," says
O'Hair. The EAP at Westinghouse performs
an array of activities, such as ared-ribbon
campaign around the holidays, a speaker
from the SPCA, parenting programs,
eldercare programs. "Is SPCA an EAP issue?
Probably not, but we have people come out
Have you ever heard employees say that if they only had another $20 a week they
because an animal is cute, fun and
could solve their money and debt problems? More money won't solve their problems.
nonthreatening."
Learning how to better manage their money and credit will.
O'Hair's EAP interfaces with Safety,
ConsumerCredit Counseling Service believes the smartest way to handle financial
Security, Internal Communications,
problems
is to prevent them.ThaYs why CCCS has created common sense workshops
Contracts, Legal, Public Relations, Benefits
where professional financial counselors teach your
and Medical. EAPs which are involved in
ONSUMER
REO'T
organizational development, such as the
emPtoYees how to effectivelY manaSe their moveY.
OUNSELING
new United States Postal Service coordinators
To contact the education department of the
~
ERVICE
(see page 34), become agents of change,
nearest nonprofit,CCCSoffice,dia11-800388-2227.
and less likely to be victims of change.
A central point to restructuring is that

Mope movey won't
so ve our empy
o ees'
e t pro eras.
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Helping the Separated Employee
by Bruce Davidson, Digital Equipment Corporation
and Mark Blogier, Personal Performance Consultants, Inc.

Recognizing the myriad of emotional conflicts
employees may experience during a period of
"involuntary separations," Digital Equipment
Corporation set out to design programs both for those
who remain with the company and for those who
leave. This article focuses on the separation program.

Program Design Considerations
Focus on tbeFuture. When an organization notifies
the employee that he or she has been selected for
separation, the employee's psychological bond with the
employer is immediately broken. The immediate offer of
tangible outplacement assistance, for those companies
able to offer such a resource, assists people in focusing
on their next steps. The less time between notification
and the offer of tangible assistance can influence an
individual's ability to access available resources.
Separations scheduled on Mondays or Tuesdays facilitate
an individual's use of resources that are available during
the remaining part of the week. Separations at the end
of the week can leave the person without accessible
resources over the weekend. The goal is two-fold: to
help individuals "move on" and take the necessary steps
of putting a plan together,thus mobilizing their strengths
and resources; and to minimize those factors that can
contribute to an individual becoming "stuck" in one of a
range of negative psychological mindsets. Clearly,
companies need to develop a plan for structuring and

scheduling their notifications of job eliminations in such
away as to minimize the affected individual's potential
isolation from helping resources critical to supporting his
or her psychological transition.
Recogn~t~on of Problems. Digital Equipment
Corporation considered a number of separation issues
when designing its program, including:
• Individuals may experience personal and family
problems during the job search period;
• Job loss will typically exacerbate any problems
experienced by the employee prior to the event;
• Individuals not immediately traumatized may
develop problems later in the adjustment period
which will significantly inhibit their ability to move
forward as well as to use the available resources;
• Individuals who are depressed, angry or distracted
12
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by family difficulties do not interview well for jobs,
nor do they gain a healthy separation from their
former employer.
EAPAs Compl~cat~on. Normally,the services offered
by an EAP are well positioned to assist employees and
their families through most personal problem situations.
Yet, when we investigated what other companies'
outplacementfirms and EAP vendors were doing to meet
the needs of those who lost their jobs, very little in the
area ofspecialized program design was identified. While
many organizations make their EAPs available to those
who are separated from their company, we found that
the offer of an EAP actually complicated the process of
healthy separation. How does one call an employee
assistance program when you are no longer an employee?
Can the individual even perceive the service as neutral

and therefore able to help with the kinds of feelings and
problems associated with being without a job?

Producing the PARS Framework
At this point, Digital began to design the framework
for a service capable of functioning as a stand-alone
program with resources available for the unique needs
of separated individuals. To eliminate potential barriers
to program utilization, a new title — Personal Assistance
and Referral Service (PARS) —was chosen. PARS
recognized that individuals using the program were no
longer employees and instead emphasized the resource
component of the program. Every effort was made to
avoid reference to "employees," as this would only
highlight the individual's sense of loss and exclusion.
Communication materials associated with PARS would
describe the program as a pre-paid resource available to
separated individuals through the resources ofan external
vendor. The service would be available for six months,
concurrent with the outplacement service.
With the conceptual design established, a number
of Digital's EAP vendors were invited to bid on the
program. Personal Performance Consultants, Inc.
(PPC), headquartered in St. Louis, was awarded the
contract. Digital and PPC worked closely to develop
and implement the program, creating. a new road
map for the delivery of the PARS program which
considered:

~.

•
•
•

Program communication;
Service access; and
The relationship between PARS and the
outplacement vendor.
As program users were no longer employees,program
promotion differed from that of a standard EAP which
might utilize employee and supervisor orientations,
company newsletters, posters and home mailings. Instead,
a question-and-answer type brochure was jointly
developed and distributed in the separation packets that

contained other important details about outplacement
services, medical and other benefits.
Access to the service was separated from that of the
EAP. An exclusive "800"line was set up for PARS in order
that utilization results could be tracked separately from
other EAP programs provided by PPC for Digital.
Counselors were briefed on how to respond to callers
who might need crisis intervention services or general
information about their benefits and other resources.
Information on each caller was logged and included in
the statistical reports.

Linkages with Outplacement
Due to the limited opportunities to promote PARS, it
became evident that working closely with the
outplacement provider was essential for the success of
the program. There was also a desire not to overload
newly separated employees with a great deal of new
information which did not address their immediate
concerns.
Meetings were held with Digital, PPC and the
outplacement group. These meetings helped to clarify
the role of the PARS counselors. Counselors would not
be directly involved in the job search process, but would
instead refer clients back to the outplacement group. At
thesame time,PARSstaffwould consultwith outplacement
staffon how to identify and refer clients who are troubled
or experiencing a more severe reaction to their job loss
(which in turn may impede their ability to successfully
begin the process of finding a new job or direction).
PARS counselors briefed the outplacement staff about
signs that might suggest the need for a referral:
•
Reports of chaos in the family, such as
fighting or children having school or behavior
problems;
•
An increase in the use of chemical substances or
other addictive behaviors;
•
Major depressive symptoms;
•
Potential for lethality (risk for suicide, homicide or
self-inflicted or externally directed violence. Lethality
also takes into account risk-taking behaviors that
increase one's chances of death or injury.);
•
Intense or prolonged emotional reactions to the job
loss and job search.
This information was also presented in a specially
tailored video circulated among the outplacement
locations nationwide.

Trends in Usage
The positive working relationship that developed
between PARS and the outplacement provider was a
major determinant of the program's success. A mutual
respectfor the unique services and skills ofeach staff was
established. By working collaboratively as ateam,atrue
appreciation of each group's contributions was created.
Because of the limited program promotion, in-person
utilization was lower than that of a traditional in-person
EAP. In turn, the telephone counseling utilization was
higher than expected. It appeared as though separated
employees used PARS to ventilate their concerns and to
develop an action plan for how to proceed. The plan
typically incorporated all of the services of the
outplacement program.
An interesting utilization statistic of the program was
that many program users did not contact PARS for at least
three to sic months after the initial separation from the
company. If they were still unemployed at that point,
their financial resources were typically severely drained
and they were experiencing a number ofpainful emotions.
Therefore, not only was it incumbent upon the counselor
to respond quickly to the person's feelings, but it was
vital that particular 2ttention was given to making
resources available to individuals on modified or limited
incomes and benefits. Special effort was made to have
a full range of community resources available with
sliding, low or no fees.
PARS provided a resource for individuals dealing with
the shock of the unexpected loss. One of the central
themes became how to help people cope with the loss
and learn to manage uncertain circumstances. With the
help of PARS, many of these people were able to
reconfigure their professional and personal lives and did
not require a referral for ongoing counseling.
Today, the remaining challenge is to identify and
reach family members who may also be directly affected
by the job loss and to give them the support they need.
Currently, various tools to reach more family members
are being field-tested, such as written materials that
specifically address the impact of job loss on the family.
Included is a chart that identifies what problems to look
for in children of specific age ranges. The outplacement
firm is also studying various aspects of family impact in
anticipation of developing some "family" oriented
workshops.

Bruce N.Davidson, CEAP, isCor[~orateManager, DtgttalEAPs,
Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, MA: Mark Blogier,
LCSW, CEAP is Senior Consultant, Operations, for Personal
Perfor»zance Consultants,Inc.(PPC)in Waltham andBurlington,
MA. For more information on the PARSprogram, contact Bruce
Davidson at(508)493-6391; or Laurie Gass, Account Rep., PPC,
at(G17)890-4477.
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to Tell the Kids
Mary Kalifon,
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

mong the most profoundly
affected of those who are
newly unemployed are
parents.They face the dual
challenge ofsoothing their children's
stress-related fears and arixiery as
they attempt to cope with their own.
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center has
developed a resource to support
unemployed parents' efforts in
helping their children weather this
far-reaching, potentially damaging
family crisis. Created by the Medical
Center's Parent-Child Resource
Service,the packet Laid-Off Whatto
Tell the Kids consists of two parent
guides and two illustrated children's
books which are designed to foster
meaningful
parent-child
communication and interaction.
The "Laid-Off Parent's Guide"
offers parents insights into the
developmental needs of young
children and teens during this time
of family stress and uncertainty. A
second guide, "What's to Enjoy?",
suggests a list of activities parents
and children can enjoy together
during this "found" time seldom
afforded during the course of a
harried work week. Sharing a "date"
after schoolin the local yogurt parlor,
or at a mid-week matinee, greatly
enhances the self-esteem of both
parent and child and provides
children with a positive self-care
role model to draw on during their
own times of adversity.
Two illustrated story books lend a
voice to children's unspoken fears
14'
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and frustrations. My Daddy Lost His
Job tells the story of atwo-parent
suburban family coping with
unemployment and MyMom Doesn't
Work There Anymore speaks of an
inner city single—parent family in the
same predicament. In simple
children's language, the books
enumerate the usual survival
concerns that saddened parents and
changing fortunes trigger, and strive
to assure children that their place is
secure in a family that is valiantly

struggling to weather the painful
crisis successfully.
Parents have reported
heig~t~ned awareness of their
children's needs and greater
effectiveness in dealing with the
issues at hand. In addition, the
Medical Center received an
unexpected number of outside
inquiries soon after the packet's
internal publication in late 1992,
resulting in the ultimate decision
to offer other organizations access
to the materials. Permission to
reproduce unlimited copies ofthe
materials is available for $195, by
writing to Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, 8700 Beverly Boulevard,
Schuman 307, Los Angeles,
California 90048.
Mary Kalifon is Coordinator of
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center's ParentChild Resource Service. The program

offers a comprehensive range ofservices
to help employees balance their work
and family lives, including childcare
resource and referral, noontime
seminars,parenting groups, a lactation
program,parentingfairsand individual
counseling. Parent-Child Resource
Service is the winner ofthe Los Angeles
1992 Childcare InnovatorAward.

THE ESP/OUTPLACEMENT TEAM
Helping Individuals Deal with Change
by Tom Decker, Lee Hecht Harrison

Egrowing

xternal outplacement firms increasingly are called upon to help the
number ofdisplaced workers make the often difficult transition
from a corporation to the outside job market. As outplacement
counselors, we frequently find ourselves calling upon the resources of EAPs
to help ease clients through this process. The EAP professional and an
outplacement counselor both work toward producing an emotionally and
physically healthy employee who is ready to face career challenges.
Outplacement counselors provide career counseling and assessment to
individuals who are often devastated by an unexpected job layoff or
elimination. We bring an impartial, nonjudgmental perspective to the
individual and his or her future possibilities. But we are vigilant not to
overstep our professional boundaries. We do not try to~handle issues that we
know are best addressed by EAPs. When we do identify these issues, we
work with the client to get the help he or she needs. Sometimes, we do that
by suggesting to the individual that the company's internal or external EAP
might help during this career transition. Or we might contact the employee's
continued on page 24
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LEGAL CONSIDE~`.A'~IONS
Of Downsizing for the EAP
by Attorneys Linda L. Yoder and Yaul W. Orth
To balance the needs ofd6wnsized
employees and the legal restraints of
the downsizing process, EAPs inay
need to respond differently than when
they work with individual termination
sihiations. One overriding factor must
be emphasizecl in all downsizings:
the EAP should be an essential
component of any layoff plan.

Before the Layoffs
For employers of 100 or more
employees, the Worker Adjustment
and Retraining Notification -Act
(WARN)requires that60 days'written
notice be given of significant
reductions in force or plant closings.
But, even when WARN is
inapplicable, it is common for
employees to learn of — or suspect
— that layoffs are under
consideration,through incidents such
as a hiring freeze or a voluntary
retirement plan. This sets the stage
for a difficult time for everyone in
the company. The stress during this
notice period often causes an increase
in on-the-job injuries, workers'
compensation claims, sick leave,
employee grievances and complaints
of unfair treatment. Productivity can
also decline sharply and some
employees may even hoard work.
Employees may face pressure from
colleagues to retire or resign;
employees not terminated inay feel
uneasy working around those who
have been given notice. The EAP
should be prepared to offer services
focused specifically on the tension
created by this notice period.

Legal Advice
It is not the role of the EAP to
provide legal advice. It is especially
important for EAPs to avoid giving
any advice on whether an employee
should accept or reject a severance
offer. This issue comes up frequently
in downsizing situations because
employers offer enhanced.severance
packages in return for the release of

claims relating to layoffor termination.
Often, employees have a relatively
short period of time to decide how to
proceed. EAI' representatives who
advise employees to accept or reject
severance offers may find themselves
as the defendant in a lawsuit if the
employee later regrets the decision.
Leave this kind ofadvice to an attorney.
In some situations, EAPs may find
themselves counseling an employee
who feels that he or she has a legal
claim against the company. In this
situation, there is one piece of advice
that EAPs can give: Seek outside
legal assistance promptly. In many
jurisdictions, claims of unlawful
discrimination must be raised within
180 days of the date the employee
received notice of the adverse
employment decisions. This tune
period begins when the employee
receives notice, not on the last day of
work. Moreover, the deadline is not
extended merely because the
employee asks- the employer to
reconsider the decision.

Meeting Individual Needs
Individuals who work with
terminated employees should be
careful not to raise false expectations
about meeting their individual needs.
An employer is less able to negotiate
with regard to the terms ofa severance
package in the multiple layoff
situation. Thus, employees who
perform the same job are likely to
receive the same severance package.
This happens despite the fact that
one employee is being discharged
with greater reluctance (due to past
superior performance) than another
employee. An EAP counselor maybe
able to reduce feelings of unfair
treatment by explaining these realities
to terminated employees.

The Company's
Reference Policy
The EAP should be familiar with
the employer's reference policy.
Many employers limit references to
verification of position, salary and
dates of employment to avoid
defamation suits.They cannot deviate
from this position for "superior"
employees because word would
spread that the failure to give a
reference is the equivalent of a
negative reference. The employee
should not waste time seeking an
exception to this policy.

Layoffs and Violence
It is a sad fact that die increased
stress of downsizing has resulted in
an increase in violence in the
workplace..Some courts have found
that mental health counselors have a
duty to warn potential victims of
such violence, despite guarantees of
confidentiality. Such rulings are
logically extended to EAI's. Each
EAP professional should be familiar
with the rule in his or her jurisdiction.
Failure to provide an appropriate
warning could result in litigation
and potential liability against the
EAP counselor.
Despite current positive economic
signs, there is every indication that
downsizing will remain a reality for
EAPs for the next few years. EAP
professionals who understand legal
considerations that affect the
employer's options will be able to
provide constrictive assistance to all
involved. For more information about
legal obligations and restrictions for
EAPs, contact Attorney Orth or
Attorney Yoder at (203) 251-5000.

Attorneys Linda L. Yoder and Paul W. Orth are partners in the Labor and
EmploymentDepartment ofthe lawfirm ofShipman ~ Goodwin in Hartford,
CT, They counsel both employees and employers with regard to all aspects of
the employmentprocessand also representthem beforeadministrativeagencies.
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by David G. Worster, MSW, ACSW, CEAP
t seems no industry and no geographic
area is immune to change, including
healthcare and including New England.
A rapidly changing healthcare system
fueled by calls from all quarters to contain
spiraling costs have placed healthcare
organizations squarely in the midst of the
struggle. Our local community hospital
experienced its own "Black Tuesday" in June of
last year when a ten percent reduction in force brought
the shocking reality home. Based on our experience at
that time and since, there are three issues which are
important to recognize and prepare to address as you
move toward potential organizational adjustments. These
are: (1) the impact on employees who are actually
separated from the organization;(2)the effect ofchanging
structures on the organization's values and culture; and
(3) the difficulties faced by those employees remaining
with the organization.
The surviving employee is, of course, dealing with his
or her own feelings of arixiery, resentment, guilt, etc. And,
particularly among older white-collar employees (e.g., in
16
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their SOs and in middle management), a deep
sense of insecurity may set in —and for good
reason. One outplacement counselor I spoke
with noted that as many as 50 percent of the
workers in this category would not ever find
meaningful work again, despite the fact that they
were neither interested in, nor prepared for,
retirement.
The survivor may feel betrayed anti dismayed,
concerned and uneasy that if the contract they made with
the workplace (loyalty and service in exchange for job
security) has been violated, what's next? In addition,
reorganization may have flattened the management
structure and left fewer folks to complete the tasks at
hand. The remaining employees find themselves working
harder and feeling frightened to speak out because "I'll
he next." They sense a change in values and norms that
goes far beyond any statements by management.
Many organizations have traditionally taken a paternal
approach to their employees. The new organization
often sends.a message which implies "you can't depend
on us to take care of you." This means finding new ways

environment in which work may have been fun and
to work where reliance must be on you~:5elf and your copeople enjoyed working hard, now there seems to be a
workers. A corollary to this involves all decisions heing
void in which everything is an effort and every effort
made at the top. In the new organization, both the
comes up against a new problem.
responsibility and accountability for decisions is leveraged
We found the insights and recommendations in two
to the lowest appropriate level. Everyone will own
articles to he of great assistance in looking at the issues of
problem-solving, not just management,and be evaluated
"surviving employees": "From Crisis to Culture Change" by
on their performance; a scary proposition for one
concerned about one's job.
Cynthia Scott and DennisJaffe(HealthcareForumfournal,
The stuvivor must get past the feelings of doom and
May/June 1991)and "Maintaining Morale During and After
resentment and cannot risk becoming
Downsizing" by Dorri Jacobs
Everyone will own (ManagementSolutions,Apri1198f3). Both
stuck at one or another point of the
grieving process. The harm of being problem-solving not sources acknowledge that it can take
unable to move on extends beyond the
just management, courage on the part of the employee —
survivor experiencing these feelings.
and ingenuity on the part of the EAP — to
Besides himself or he►;self, those who and be evaluated on effect an open fonim of sharing feelings,
risk the results of unresolved problems their performance;a especially for those who fear that
include others on the work team or in
scary proposition messengers with bad news and/or those
the division; personnel in other
for one concerned who rock the boat will become the next
persons laid off. What must he made clear
departments with whom he or she works;
about one'sfob.
is that withdrawal and isolation only ensure
customers; friends; and family.
A first step is to provide aforum —
that things will not get better. Taking
respon'sibiliry for becoming part ofthe solution rather than
and sufficient time and support — to move through the
stages of grief and fear and develop anon-blaming,
being part of the problem is also a way to channel the
energy often associated with anxiety in usef~~l ways.
constructive view of the situation. And the best way for
Other useful advice from these articles includes trying to
this process to begin is for supervisors and counselors to
help employees focus on the positives around them.
provide an ear. While the temptation may be to offer
solutions,just being there to hear what suffering survivors
Remember "It's an ill wind indeed that blows no one any
need to say is very useful in facilitating the process. And,
good." Recommend that managers find employees doing
things right and let them know,applauding
while we do learn to adapt to life after
loss, it is not a smooth transition; eadl
effort as well as accomplishment. Remind
The more
them they can use this opportunity to
employee will need to be monitored
[employees are]
improve things they've always wanted to
during the months that lie ahead. If
focused on what's do better.
even subtle problems go Lmmonitored,
Encourage employees to include
stress can build, morale can decrease.
ahead, the less
themselves in planning processes, even if
JoU performance may be affected at the
they'Cl be dwellang on
only to ask questions and encourage
time when peak performance is
what is behind.
sharing of information about future
mandated for the company's own
directions. The more they're focused on
survival.
what's ahead,the less they'll be dwelling on what is behind.
Success after restructuring depends upon the ability
Developing shared priorities and goals can help eliminate
for all survivors to develop new paradigms for the way
time wasters,energy drainersand barriers to communication.
they work. The organization may need new norms
Maintaining your sense of humor is essential. A recent
around conflict and criticism. Employees may need to
learn how to "disagree without being disagreeable" and
study suggested that even black humor can be a very
useful stress reducer. As managers are able to be gentle
to negotiate "win-win" solutions. They may also need to
with themselves and those around them, they might be
redefine limits and priorities in the face ofthe organization's
surprised and pleased at how much this change in
changes and develop permission to say "no" when
feel
(or
may
necessary.
employees
may
have
attitude will ripple out to others in the organization.
Some
You
"What
you
worried
about?
should
be
Lastly, be patient with yourself and others. Counsel
been told),
are
when
However,
the
rules
managers
to be quick to support,even when they haven't
happy —you still have a job.'°
certain
completely
what
the
been
asked,
and slow to find fault. Help them to
have changed and no one is
responsibilities
to
recognize
their
own power in controlling those things
new rules are or will he, and new
add
any
which
lie
within
their realm. While never pleasant,
the confusion, distress can quickly overtake
sense of
do
organizational
restructuring
of all kinds is survivable.
relief at still being employed. Most of us don't
well
with too many changes at once. Employees may find
Dave Worster has been EAP Coordinatorfor Concord
themselves so busy trying to adapt to new or added job
Hospital since January of 1989. He serves as adjunct
functions, new reporting relationships and sometimes
facultyfor UNH Department ofSocial Work and is the
even different work locations or shifts, they begin to feel
President ofEAPA's Granite State chapter.
overwhelmed and underappreciated. In place of an
APRIL 1994 EAPA EXCHANGE
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LET'S NO`
FORGET
THE
MESSENG
The Toll on Those Who Wield the Axe
by Seth Ersner-Hershfield, Ph.D. and
Glen Segond, ACSW
hen layoffs hit a company,
few of us consider the
emotional toll on the
people .who have to wield the axe.
The job of breaking the news to
employees that they've lost their jobs
— and having to repeat this process
over and over again during major
downsizing periods —can create
intense distress for the managers and
human resource personnel responsible
for this task.
"Linda," the human resource
director at a New Jersey company,
described her experience with layoffs
as "the most difficult week in my 14
years with the company." The
organizational restructuring at her
company required the discharge of50
employees(in a workforce of 1,000).
Most ofthose affected had been hired
originally by Linda.
Although company employees
were aware thatlayoffs were imminent,
no one, including Linda, knew with
any certainty who would lose their
jobs. Linda herselflearned the identities
of the targeted individuals only days
before the designated layoff period.
During that week, Linda and her
colleague, "Don," called 25 people
each into their offices to conduct the
terminations. Linda knew that her
calls were dreaded by the employees.
1iS
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Ninety percent were agitated or in
tears by the time they reached her
office.
Linda cried with and hugged each
of the individuals. Most of them
expressed their anger, despair and
apprehension in detail to her. Every
three or four interviews,she and Don
had to meet briefly for mutualsupport,
She felt a "ttig of war" between her
knowledge of the necessity for the
layoffs and her feelings of sadness
and guilt at having to hurt people she
had known for years. She still has
nightmares about this difficult week.
Linda's experience is not unique.
Many men and women who go into
the human resource field are
individuals who care about and like
to work with people. As it is with
physicians, nurses, counselors and
others in the helping professions,
objectivity only goes so far. For these
managers, layoffs can become a
traumatic ordeal. They are, however,
unlikely to ask for help. Compared to
the tragedies of the people laid off,
their own distress seems as if it should
be trivial. Moreover, because many
feel guilty about being party to the
dismissal of fiiends and colleagues,
even if they can justify the layoffs
economically, they feel undeserving
of attention and support.

Some managers may noC react
initially as Lind~i did, but instead
experience the kind of numbness and
emotional isolation Chat is characteristic
of post-traumatic stress. In fact, one
manager likened leis layoff duties to
"tieing in a war." Months later, he was
flooded with post-traumatic
symptoms, including nightmares,
worries about his own employment,
fatigue,irritability and loss of meaning
in work.
Some of the factors that can
influence managers', adjustment to
the stress of terminations include:
• The clarity and acceptability of
the corporate goals. The more
acceptable the corporate goals,
the more easily they can he
integrated into the values of the
manager. Understanding the
.importance ofwhat we arc doing
can mitigate stress.
• The degree to which employees
<ire given a helping hand oLit the
door. Linda noted that the
company's generous severance
package was the one beacon in
the storm.
• Quality ofcorporate leadership.
have
managers
When
confidence in the CEO's ability
to lead, they're more able to
tolerate the stress of layoffs.
EAP professionals can assist
managers who wield the axe in a
number of significant ways. From an
organizational standpoint, they can
provide education on how companies
typically react when downsizing is
announced, and contract with
management to provide continued
services to terminated employees. In
this manner, managers may view the
EAP as supplying an emotional safety
net for the employees they had to
terminate.
EAP professionals may also want
to reach out to managers on a more
personal level. Acknowledging and
normalizing their painful feelings can
go a long way in helping them endure
their difficult tasks,
Seth Ersner-Hershfield is Coordinator,
PRN, the EAP ,for Newton Memorial
Hospital, Newton, NJ' Glen Segond is
Marketing Director at PIZN.
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]FINANCIAL PLANNING
The Proactive Stance to Layoffs
by Ben C. Smith
he
economy
changes constantly.
Industries that once
had tremendous power
and influence are made
new
obsolete
by
technologies and by
changes in the world
situation. Companies are
continually trying to work
smarter and cheaper,
which sometimes leads to
downsizing. Helping
employees with financial
planning now can avert
financial crisis when they
are suddenly faced with
layoffs. Financial planning
is designed to eliminate
the confusion and concern
many people have about
their financial situations.
Here are some specific
financial
planning
strategies EAPs can
encourage employees to
implement — before they
are faced with change:
• Ascertain a current
financial position by
adding up monthly income
and expenses:
•List all currentsources
of income and how much
is earned each month;
• Add in additional
income which could
realistically be generated
by changing the situation;
• List current expenses,
including mortgage/rent,
automobile
loans,
telephone and utility bills
and credit card payments;
• Determine whether
an expense is a "want" or
a "need."
• Subtract total monthly
expenses from total
monthly income to

determine cash
flow; and
• If the result
is a negative
number,there is
currently more
money going out
in expenses than
is. coming in as
income.
• Compareliquid assets
(e.g., savings account,
money market fund,
certificate, checking
account) with monthly
expenses to determine if
there are sufficient liquid
assets to cover expenses
— or if it's possible to get
an extension on some
payments. If not,consider:
• Looking for other
sources of income;
• Liquidation of other
assets;
• Reduction of debt by
selling a second vehicle or
second residence;
• Increasing income
Icy taking apart-time job.
• To cover a negative
cash flow, first use liquid
assets. Liquid assets are
generally emergency
funds,to be used sparingly
in order to maintain a
financial safety net to fall
hack on if necessary.
• If in an employment
transition and a qualified
retirement plan exists,such
as a 401(k)or a simplified
employee pension (SEP),
decide what to do with the
money. There are two
options: roll over the
money into a custodial
institution, such as an IRA,
or take the distribution
directly. The qualified

distribution plan
should not be
considered a
good source of
income to meet a
cash
flow
shortage;
significant taxes
and penalties
accompany lump sum
distribution.
• If in anon-qualified
deferred compensation
plan, an employee may
take the distribution of
money and add it to his or
her liquid assets; this
distribution will be taxed
as current income.
•Ifendded toseverance
pay, the employee should
spread
the
salary
continuation out over a
year or two, to effect a
lower tax bracket.
•The employeeshould
know in advance other
possible income sources
— borrowing from
relatives, the opening of
an unsecured loan, or a
loan on an automobile.
• During times of
financial stress, it is
important to follow a
sound financial plan,
including provision for
healthcare and insurance
needs, while keeping
investments, retirement
plans and estate planning
goals in mind.
• Adequate life,
disability and healthcare
insurance should be
maintained.
• Risk should be
minimized,
while
adequate return on
investments is maintained.

• Ketirement planning
should be included in
current planning.
• Estate plans should
reflect any changes.
• Some dps in helping
an employee to reduce
expenses:
• Consider reduction
ofthe comprehensive and
collision portions of auto
insurance.
• Compare monthly
service and transaction
fees on checking accounts.
• Pay off credit card
debt first, as that typically
carries the highest interest
rate of any liabilities.
Employees should seek
out cards with lower
interest rates and not be
taken in by marketing
ploys which can result in
high yearly fees and
interest rates'.
• Borrowing should
first be from one's self —
employeescan investigate
the possibility of a lowinterest loan from life
insurance policies or
retirement plans.
•Iflaidoff,anemployee
apply
for
should
unemployment
compensation as soon as
possible.
•Encourage employees
to explore cutting back on
miscellaneous expenses,
such as eating out, and
consider entertaining at
home.
If an employee's job is
eliminated because of
changes made by the
company, the EAP can
continued on page 24
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DEALING WITH
DO~~NSIZING
A Union Perspective
by Jeffery D. Chamberlin, CEAP
Many American businesses are finding that the ways
to cut prices and find cheaper ways to produce their
products are to move to another country (i.e., Mexico)
where the labor cost is minimal; contract out jobs to the
lowest bidders; and automate their plants. All of these
options do the same thing: they eliminate jobs for
American workers. What we need to focus on are the
problems created by this condition.
The laid-off employee is targeted as the one most in
crisis. Most company programs gear up to assist this
person by retraining and offering some outplacement
services, including resume writing, seminars to teach
interviewing skills and financial planning. In general, the
union locals are co-sponsoring these programs. The
companies and the unions believe that by offering these
programs, they alleviate stress for the worker who is
leaving. This is a fallacy. All the retraining and seminars
given are pointless if there are no jobs in the area where
the layoff takes place. The first ones to realize that there
are no jobs to be had are the displaced workers and, in
most cases,they find this otrt before they are laid off. This
creates a lot of anger, depression, hatred,
fear anct, in many cases, loss of self-esteem.
The person has worked for a company for 15
to 20 years and suddenly has to make a
career change in midlife. Many feel worthless
and unable to cope. They are not going to
turn to the corporation and ask for help for
two reasons:
• They feel betrayed by the company. They
have devoted their lives and been handed
their walking papers.
• They do not want the company to know.
They are afraid that if they go to the
company and tell them about their
problems, there may he repercussions if
they later ask for a letter of
recommendation.
Most displaced employees stuff their
feelings and try to get on with their lives.
Tragically, some may try to even the score
against the company. In an atmosphere of
increasing violence in the workplace, I feel
that the need to get even may become more
viable if certain conditions aren't met. These
conditions would be services offered for
mental health before job termination.
20
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Companies need to treat the layoff as a critical incident
and have at least one debriefing as close to the layoff as
possible. Also, it would be highly beneficial to have
seminars on coping skills. The stress is not going to go
away, but teaching people how to deal with it would be
advantageous to all concerned.
Up to this point, I have concentrated on the employee
who is being laid off; however, there is another major
problem that needs to be dealt with. The employees who
stay.
In addition to those points covereci in other articles in
this edition of the Exchange, there is the problem of
realignments. When a company experiences a layoff it
may have to move the employees who are left to even
out the workforce. Some people may be realigned to
different departments, others may find that they are
required to move from one geographical location to
another. At the very least, the latter situation incurs a long
commute. More often than not, it means uprooting the
family and physically moving to a new home.
After a layoff period,job security is gone and the basic
attitude is one of waiting for the axe to fall
again. Both the union and the company need
to combat the accompanying negative
attitudes with positive programs. Conducting
ongoing stress reduction and coping skills
workshops will go a long way towards
improving attitudes. I feel that the most
important and productive program a company
can have is a rap session with employees on
a regular basis. These are most effective
when conducted by both the union and the
company as a team.
Force reductions are not going away.
They are the future and we must be prepared
to deal with the employees and/or members
who come to us seeking help. We will do a
lot more good if steps are taken now to
identify and correct future problems. Even if
your company is not downsizing now, y0U
may soon be.
Jeffery Chamberlin, CEAP, is a General
Telephone employee who also provides EAP
services through his union. He anticipates
that "the axe" willfall on him this Summer.

DO~~NSIZING
It's Not a Disease!
by Jon K. Lobe
"We are cutting the EAP staff," they said, My job was
being terminated. It's not the way I would have planned
it, and the timing seemed all wrong. My company was
restnicturing and outsourcing some services I had been
providing for years. These services included counseling
clients.
That meant I couldn't see the concerned faces of my
clients coming into the office with trouUles. I couldn't see
them leaving with relief in their eyes,feeling they had just
gotten a handle nn their dilemma. I couldn't bring a
suicidal client in fora 15-minute conversation about her
goldfish, while evaluating her status and letting her know
I care. I couldn't help with short-term problem resolution
and answer the call when a manager or union
representative needed advice nn how to handle a
delicate interpersonal matter.
These activities would now be done by vendors, and
prohably would be done competently. There would be
a difference and there would be services that no vendor
could clo easily as an outsider. These changes were
going to happen whether I wanted them to happen or
not. I had no control over them.
I grew up with this EAP model and it was now being
senrtinized because of best-cost decisions. I sensed that
I would have to travel through the unwelcome journey
of grieving some losses. Nevertheless, I determined to
be a survivor, rather than a victim.
The company had I~usiness objectives to
accomplish,and I never took the restnicturing
personally. The irony was that I was
supporting many others whom I knew
needed help. I felt nn amount of money
could replace these services or the message
this would give to employees. 1 understood
what the company was attempting, and
used my influence and expertise to advance
my views.
Now the dilemma was mine. I had
decisions to make about my future. It's not
easy to change. I always told clients that.
Now change was my biggest challenge. I
was leaving the hest job ever. After all, I was
an F,AP and I loved what that meant to me.
I could look for other EAP positions that
suited me, I could search for other human
resources positions, or I could design my
own ideal job as a consultant.
I was not encouraged with the dearth of
suitable EAP positions I was finding. I had
a list of F.AP job titles in my resume. I kne w
I would have a difficult time convincing

employment staffing specialists that EAPs could perform
many types of services for companies with all their
people skills. After discussions with countless helpful
individuals, both inside and outside the EAP profession,
it was still my decision to snake, and my family's welfare
hung in the balance.
I felt that the functions EA professionals perform
would not disappear despite the downsizing trend some
businesses take regarding their EAl'staff positions. Many
of these functions fall into the human resources arena. I
prepared myself for the big question I knew I had to
answer: How do my skills as an EA professional prepare
me for job titles that do not have "EAI'" in them?
I ,became certified as a Senior Professional in Human
Resources (SPHR) to go along with my CEAI'. I felt this
might help convince staffing specialists that I could bridge
the human resources generalist barrier. EAPs can he very
knowledgeable about many human resources areas; the
problem is to convince others about this. I wanted to be
prepared. While doing so,I discovered that my experience
in private, federal and academic settings had prepared me
well for human resources challenges. However, human
resources departments are downsizing, too.
I have always thought of myselfas an internal consultant.
I have been successful in influencing decisions and processes
in organizations I have served. I now turned my attention
to considering starting a consulting practice. I
am entrepreneurial by nature, and don't mind
taking on new challenges. Starting my own
business excited me, but was I ready? It was
trine to take inventory.
I enjoy analyzing,designing,developing
and planning, I am aself-starter capable of
conceptualizing innovative solutions, and
possess the perseverance to see things through
to completion. I have had success with oral,
written and presentation skills, and enjoy
meeting new people. I was ready.
I decided to specialize in the area of
critical incident and workplace violence. I
had directed the efforts of a Fortune 500
company in developing a critical incident
response program. I was expert in the
emotional issues of downsizing, and I know
stress experientially and otherwise. Thus,
Lobe Associates was formed.
I am confident that many challenges lie
ahead. I have much to learn about certain
aspects of n~nning a consulting practice, but
my skills, knowledge, and experience as an
EAP professional have prepared me well.
Jon K. Lobe is President, Lohe Associates.
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LAUGHING IN THE
FACE of LAYOFFS
The Dark and Light Sides ofJob Loss

Layoffs...The

"L" word of the '90s. Whether it's
framed aS "reorganization," "restructuring,"
"downsizing" or, perhaps the most cutting of all,
"righLsizing," it is definitely not a pretty picture. The
betrayal, the sense of loss, the loss of face and faith, an
arixious future — layoffs are a pervasive and recurring
I human drama. As one woman, caught in the throes of
her government agency's "reorganization," exclaimed:
"I once had a career path. Then this boulder fell from
the sky and crushed it." She wavered between
hopelessness and rage.
As mental health professionals, we know this woman,
like many of our clients experiencing a layoff, needs to
mourn.Learning to let go,to transform over time emotional
pain, fear and aggressive energy into exploration and
acceptance is the essence of grieving. As French author
and philosopher Albert Camus noted: "Once we have
accepted the fact of loss we understand that the loved one
[or loved position] obstructed a whole corner of the
possible, pure now as a sky washed by rain." (On this
subject,I believe Camus to be tn~stworthy. As a philosopher,
I'm sure he wentthrough several periodsofunemployment.)

The Playful Pass in the Impasse
EAI'and other mental health professionals are accustomed
to helping clients grapple poignantly with(layoff loss and
pain. Ironically, we may overlook a therapeutic "corner of
the possible" staring us in the Face of this grief and human
drama: the healing power of humor. The comedic genius
Charlie Chaplin observed: "A paradoxical thing is that in
making comedy the tragic is precisely what arouses the
funny...we have to laugh due to our helplessness in the
face of natural forces and (in order) not to go crazy."
(Granted, there may be some
t
argument whether layoffs are
natural or unnatural forces;
.:,~"'`"'~"'~'~~
probably more the "manmade" variety. Human
foible, more than "forces,"
is grist for the humor mill,
anyway.)
With Camus and Chaplin in
mind, can a luminous and lighthearted response to la}'offs
emerge from the dark side
of loss and the shadows of
mourning? Help your
clients go from laid off to
laid
back,
while
recharging their personal
by Mark Gorkin, LCSW

and professional lives. Clients can have the last laugh in the
face of layoffs. And remember, he or she who laughs
last...lasts!
Job WorryReduetion. Finally,clients can stop worrying
about the prospect of losing their job. What a relief.
Anticipation can be worse than any termination. If your
client's not ready or able to enlist in the armed forces,
encourage him or her to adopt the Navy's media slogan as
a one-line mantra for unemployment uncertainties:
"Layoffs...it's not just a job, it's an adventure."
Boredom Breakout Before the layoff, w<ts your client
increasingly frustrated, restless or underwhelmed at work?
Was a client in his or her niche, or sttick in the ditch of
success? When a person invests much time,energy, money
and/or ego in a position, it can be difficult to recognize or
admit it's time to move on. One is caught in the "sunk costs"
trap. But the real cost of lack of diversity, limited growth
and. numbing predictability in a job can be what I call the
"Bjorn Bored Syndrome"(for Bjorn Borg, the '80s tennis
great who burned out on the circuit): when masterytimes
monotony provides an index of misery! Now's the time to
help your client "fireproof life with variety."
Sleep and Stress,Ritual and Relaxation. Years ago,
with a cluster of folks at a party, I recall announcing,
somewhat pompously,the title for an upcoming workshop:
"Rebuilding the Fire: Burnout Prevention to Positive
Stress." A woman,walking by and overheaxin~; my inflated
comments, called out: "Forget the fancy title. Just call it
`Getting Up in the Morning'." Not having to set an alarm
clock is definitely a stress reliever. Clients no longer rising
ritualistically may actually discover they have a biorhythm.
A few daring souls may contemplate a gradual withdrawal
from their morning coffee fix. (Of course,same folks have
a traumatic reaction to excessive unstn~ctured free time,
e.g., PTSD —Post-Television Stress Disorder. But I see this
as an opportunity for counselors to organize cutting-edge
workshops and support groups, e.g., "Remote Control
Clicking and Carpal Tunnel Syndrome" and "SOAPs
Anonymous.")
Finally, for those interested in pursuing the farther
reaches of relaxation, consider my radical "Old Age"(as
opposed to "New") meditation technique: I find a quiet
place, then close my eyes and chant a three letter word —
"N-A-I',""N-A-P." Ten to 20 minutes in the afternoon and/
or evening.
TransidonalVacation. Why should corporations and
government agencies be the only ones allowed to control
the meaning of words and use of labels? Our clients may
be unemployed...they are also in transition between jobs.
Or,consider this analogy: How many of us during college

wouldn't have liked a semester off to reconsider direction
and options? If not a semester, how about a prolonged
Spring Break? (Obviously, hope springs eternal!)
Encourage people to make the cognitive shift from laid
off to time off. First, time helps heal wounds.. In addition,
having free time when vulnerable emotionally, yet
challenged by the need for new coping and choices, can
be a catalyst for self-discovery —not just a job search:
• What are my true talents, interests, passions?
• What do I really want in a career/position at this
juncRire?
• What is no longer acceptable to me? To my family?
• What are my preferences and priorities — money,
family time, promotional opportunities, schooling,
meaningful work relations, autonomy, individual selfexpression, fun, etc.?("You mean I have a choice?" "I can
turn down the volume on those ar~ious and impatient old
voices in my head?")
Rushing into jobs or judgments usually confines people
to less genuine, creative and meaningful paths.
So here's the "Stress Doc's" prescription: Have your
clients take an incubation vacation to rejuvenate the mindbody-spirit connection and to hatch new perspectives.
And most important, remember,"a time for waste is not a
waste oftime."(No indeed...it's time to get back to a Spring
Break beach! Of course, those who are more traditional
and puritanical,and uncomfortable with lasts-back pleasures
or into moral uplift through suffering, can use this interim
period to learn new computer systems.)
Mid-I3fe Crisis. How is a Mid-Life Crisis (MLC) like
Rodney Dangerfield? Too ofren, it gets no respect! Being
laid off, clients can give their MLC the time and energy it
deserves. Some will protest that iYs premanire to speak of
MLC. Just remind them, when itcomes to rrid-life, maturity
is precisely not the point. With practice they can have a
head start on latent adolescent regression or become an
expert at existential ennui.(Choices, choices.)
Of course, mid-life, whenever engaged or indulged, is
a good time to examine one's work —and lifestyle,
especially the quality of one's significant relationships. Is
there sufficient friendship, intimacy, passion and
compassion? Is it time for the workaholic client to learn to
"get a (balanced) life"? For example, my father, a former
hard-driving salesman, in his mid-forties was made a
corporate offer he decided he'd better refuse. Organized
crime had infiltrated his company,so he left. Discretion was
the better part ofa sequel to"Death ofa Salesman."(Should
we call this "frightsizing"?) He worked out his crisis and
rage with new passions, not amid-life flame (or torch).
After a premature and false start with another company,my
father was ready to risk becoming an independent sales
rep. He also took up tennis. My mother, too, around this
time went back to school, then work, and also pursued
tennis.(Finally, another venue,besides the house,fox them
to do battle.) Actually,this new-found competition for time
and energy brought renewed meaning to their lives.
Family Highs and War Crles. Layoff transition means
nnore opportunity for your client and his or her family to
share personal and meaningful interaction. How about
some nightly psychodrama? Your client can direct(or co-

direct) and also star with die kids in that Universal family
classic — "Garbage Weirs." (Ali, for an R2D2 at our
coi~~mand.) Or, a client can channel creative ener~,ry in
home videos. Help the firture career of a moody, verbally
defiant adolescent with a video classic in the making —
"Rebel with Abusive ,Jaws." And, of course, now there's
time for fax~nily dinners and in-depth discussion, e.g., on the
relationship between homework, television and migraine
headaches.
Clearly, this is a bit one-sided with tongue in cheek.
Spending snore time with the kids is one of the real joys for
someone in transition. Ofcourse,too much joy too fast can
induce culture shock. For example, caution the firmer
executive who,from pangs of guilt, is trying to snake up for
20 years of benign neglect in two weeks.
In fact, having to readjust to the increased presence of
a family member out of work is a double-edge challenge
for the entire family. Sort of reminds me of my distinction
between "Holiday Blues" and "Holiday Stress." Holiday
blues is the feeling of loss or sadness when, for whatever
reason, over the holidays you can't be with those people
who have been or are special and significant. And holiday
stress is when you have to be with some of those people!
The"M"Word. I began this article with the "L" word.
Let's close with the "M" word: money. Of course, it's a
source of client worry during this trying transition. Still,
wouldn't it be nice to simplify materialistically one's life a
bit? Now's the time for your client to get in touch with his
or her wanderlust or bohemian desires. Live on the edge.
Paint, write poetry. If you can't move to Montana, become
a flee-lance consultant. There's something romantic about
being a struggling woodspeison, artist or entrepreneur.
Just don't let a client be brought down by false pride.
Remember,even Van Gogh regularly got money from his
brother and Thoreau would routinely escape Waldenfand
for his mother's Sunday dinner. (True.)
Have your client explore an employment transition
support group. For those interested in self-employment,
consider a network ofartists,consultants and entrepreneurs.
(This is vital for grappling with the start-up conflict between
pursuing one's passion and intense desire to eat and pay
rent.) How about part-time work. I find inspiration in the
psycho-economic philosophy being pioneered by my
network,"Existential Capitalism: the mystery and challenge
of not knowing where your next dollar is coming from."
In summary, coping with layoffs is a critical challenge.
Butso is pursuing a genuine,fulfilling and creative life that's
respectful of one's essential talents, nature and spirit.
Remember, we're not human doings...but human beings.
And there's no better tinne than transition time for clients
(anti counselors)to explore and laugh at the difference. So
seek the higher power of humor: "May the farce be with
your>,
Mark Corkin, LCSW, known as the "Stress Doc," is a
Washington, D.C.-based psychotherapist anal motivational
humorist. He is also a national trainer, consultant,speakerancl
writeronstress, anger, conflict resolution, hzcmorandcreaziviCy.
He is presently helping the United States Postal Service, MidAtlantic Region, manage its restructuring process.
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EAP/Outplacement Team
continued from page 14

WOMEN'S ISSUES

layoffs and Women
by Linda Sturdivant, Chair
Women's Issues Committee
he terms used to describe the
process through which
American businesses are
restructuring themselves — layoffs,
downsizing,reduction in force,etc.—
arealmost antiseptic when compared
with the havoc wreaked upon the laid
off worker's life. EAPs, in their
involvement in the process of
downsizing,are called upon to provide
support and information to those who
find themselves suddenly without a
job.
Grief, shock, shame and anger are
some reactions experienced by laid off
employees. A devastating experience
for most (a few employees actually
look forward to the opportunity of
changing the course of their lives),
layoffs can have a unique impact upon
female employees.
Although not much is written about
the specific impact of layoffs on
women,certai n facts do suggest causes
for particular concern:
• More women than men are single
parents. More women are primary
caregivers to children and/or aging
parents.
• Women earn $.75 to every dollar
earned by a male in a comparable
position.
• Most women are employed in
traditional professions, such as
teaching, clerical and service
occupations. Jobs in fields where
females make up a majority of the
workers are typically low paying.
• Twice as manywomen as men suffer
from depression.
For many women, being laid off
presents challenges that are different
from their male counterparts. Many
women not only have to deal with the
loss of a job but also how this will
affectchildren and/orparentsforwhom
they have direct responsibility.
Women are more vulnerable to falling
through the safety net of community
services. And as the search for a new
24
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job lengthens
and feelings of
hopelessness
and despair lead
to depression,
women are again
morevulnerable.
Hospitals are
undergoing the
pCOCess
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Linda Sturdivant

restructuringthat
other business began years ago; in
response to changes in the healthcare
delivery system, these organizations
have cut staff and services. Many
women are employed in the healthcare
system, women making up 75 percent
of the hospital workforce. Obviously,
restructuring in the healthcare industry
is dealing a heavy blow to women.
What does all of this mean to EAPs
serving laid off employees, especially
female employees? EAPs are in a
unique position to provide support to
laidoffemployees. Wearesensitiveto
the workplace experience and can
helpturn adifficultsituation intoa less
painful one.
EAPs should recognize that the
needs of female employees can be
different from those of men when they
are laid off. Practitioners should be
alert to deal with a high incidence of
depression. A moreextensive network

of referral servicesshou Id be developed
to include supportgroups,community
mental health services, credit
counseling, etc. Many laid off
employees wi I I be forced to
discontinuetheir heatthinsurance;this,
too, should be kept in mind when
referring for counseling services. And
EAP staff should be prepared to offer
crisis intervention, career counseling,
stress management and assessment/
referral services. To be certain these
issues are recognized and help is made
available, EAP staff should be part of
the HR team planning and
implementing any downsizing strategy.

human resources manager and
recommend (with no specifics) that
the individual could benefit from
EAP counseling as part ofthe overall
outplacement process.
It takes a very strong individual to
deal with the devastating loss of a
job. This is especially true if he or
she also is wrestling with troubling
personal issues. To develop the best
possible candidate for the job market
today, outplacement professionals
must focus on helping clients to
identify marketable job skills,
whereas EAPs should concentrate
their work on managing other critical
personal issues. Confidentiality
protocol may prohibit the two types
of professionals from directly
conferring about a client, but we can
effectively proceed on parallel
coursesfor the individual's maximum
benefit.
Tom Decker is Senior Consultant
for the Hartford, Connecticut office
of Lee Hecht Harrison, one of the
nation's leading outplacement and
career managementfir»zs.

Financial Planning
continued from page 19
help the employee realize that the
displacement is not his or her fault.
Although change can be very difficult,
it can also be a window of
opportunity for personal and
professional growth. But don't wait
— iYs never too early to start planning
for the future. The EAP can help
make this happen.
Ben C.Smith, CFP, ChFC, CLU, CEBS,
has workedfor IDS Financial Services,

an American Express company, since
1977. He is currently the vice president
in Workplace Marketing, where he has
devoted a substantial amount of time
developing corporate marketing
strategies and corporate relationships.
During the last two years, he personally
participated in more than 200corporate
financial education seminars held by
more than 100 corporations.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

New Things to Happen in European EAPs
by Konstantinvon Vietinghoff-Scheel,
Corporate Caring Systems, Brussels,
Belgium

The

EAP field matured in Europe
over the years, but it is still a
difficult struggle. In the pasttwo
years, we have witnessed a surge of
new EAP firms and considerable
growth on the U.K. market. EAP in its
original U.S.format has been taken up
in continental Europe to a much lesser
degree.
Part of the reason for this lies with
the difference in social security
networks and long-standing traditions
on social welfare programs in the
community as well as intheworkplace.
The issue of providing assistance and
support has been regarded as a
charitable act and was not to be
provided
by
profit-making
organizations. This has changed over
time but the essential reflex is still
strong with people as something that
needs to remain private and discreet.
The whole concept of perfomancebased management is only the
European market. The publis sector of
health insurance that has been
available to practically everybody
regardless of their state ofemployment
has assured full coverage of all arising
health maintenancecosts inthevarious
European countries. With the recent
reform plans in the U.S.and an ongoing
increase of health insurance claims in
Europe, the cost component has
brought the two systems somewhat
closertogether.The U.S. market—with
all the changes of HMO and Managed
Health Care structures—and the
European marketclaim moreand more
participation, i.e., responsibilities of
the individuals to deal with health
maintenance issues. The one major
distinction is that in Europe only
supplementary insurance coverage is
contracted bygroup insurance policies
underwritten bytheemployersfortheir
workforce. The basic health insurance
scheme is still on an individual basis
and regulated through the federal

government,assuring basic coverage
for everybody.
What has all of this to do with new
developments in EAP? About
everything,inthesensethatwewitness
a gradual change in the overall
structures in Europe which over time
will make it also more interesting for
European industriesto implementand
promote appropriate strategies to
enhance and strengthen the
component of early detection,
education and intervention to prevent
longer-term cost developments in the
use of health maintenance 'services.
Several major insurance carriers and
professional organizations of the
insurance industryarediscussingsuch
projects. What we are presently still
missing is a combined effort by the
federal regulators, the insurance
industries and the associations of the
employer federations.
It is timely to reinforce the EAP's
possibi I ities. People need to learn about
the limitations of the present system
and the savings they can produce by
paying attention to developing
circumstances early enough in the
process to prevent, instead of
developing,claims for expensive(ongterm interventions. In Germany, we
still have a system where the medical

professional claims directly from the
insurance structures. The individual
consumer never gets to see the bi I I, let
alone that he/she has to participate
directly in the developing cost. It
becomes almost impossible at that
point to even expect the individual
consumerto be able to develop a more
cost-conscious attitude.
For these reasons, several
organizations which are all directly or
indirectly concerned by the above,
have combined their efforts to organ ize
the 3rd European EAP Conference in
Augsburg,Germany,from October 17
to 19, 1994, to bring together
representatives from the various
interest groups, as well as several toplevel experts, to discuss the arising
issues in greater detail, sharing their
expertiseand experience in developing
newconcepts and strategiestoenhance
the field of EAP on the European
marketplace. The key organizers are
SysTEAM from Germany and
Corporate Caring Systems from
Belgium, with the support of the
European Commission—Department
of Health and Safety in the Workplace,
the ILO,EAPA,the province of Bavaria

and funding from the central German
government.
(~

STILL AVAILABLE!
The 1994
Ther'py Toons Calendar
presented by

the Ethics Committee of
the Houston Chapter of

the Employee Assistance
Professionals Association
YES,MARIIYN. I'MTNE E.AP. COUIISELOR ON CALL. YOU LEFT 1HE HOSPITAL
AGAINST MEDICAL ADVICE ? YOU fLUSHED YOUR MEDICATI ONS ?YOU WgyT A NEW
PSYCHIATRIST, HOSPITAL AND CARDIOLOGIST.ARYOU'LL CUT YOUR WRISTS? YOU'RE
80-100 MILES FROM THE NEARESTCITY? WHERE IS REDBUSH VALLEY?

Mail to: Jeff Christie, CEAP
Brown &Root EAP•BIdg.12, Room 101
P.O. Box 3
Houston, TX 77001-003

Price:
1-24 copies
25+ copies

$6.67 each
$5.33 each

Name
Address
Amt. Enclosed
(make check payable to Houston
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A Moving Experience, As Related by the
San Fernando Valiey Chapter
January 17, 1994 — 4:31 a.m.
ater, they said the force was 6.8.
At4:31,the sou nd was terrifyi ng.
The earth rumbled and bucked
like a stormy sea. Everything that
should be solid shook, rolled or fell
down. At4:31, numbersdidn'tmatter.
Being alive was what mattered.
Sharon's alarm clock never had a
chance to go off. It was pitch black.
Broken glass everywhere. The phone
didn't work. It didn't matter. Sharon
was trapped in her bedroom and she
would be trapped there for four hours.
Normally, in four hours,she would be
at work. Sharon didn't know that at

that moment her office was reduced to
rubble.
Carole was jolted awake and had
no idea how she came to be standing
in front of her armoire trying to get her
balance. She could see the light from
a flashlight in her backyard. She heard
herneighbor'svoicepleadingwithher
to get her shoes and a flashlight and
follow him out of there. As Carole
struggled to get out of her house, she
met her dogs who were fighting to get
inside.
The beam from Frank's flashlight
revealed that part ofthe roof was gone.
H i s fam i ly was safe — dazed, but safe.
They waited in the dark in front of the
house. What a night for his daughter
to have one of her friends sleep over,
both girls spared as the large mirrors
over their bed remained intact while
glass everywhere shattered.

have no recourse, no way to press
charges, no way to get revenge. You
are powerless. You find yourself
standing, dazed, amidst the broken
pieces of your home, staying close to
the ones you love. For those living
alone there is a new urgency in
knowing who'swithin reach. There is
a sense of circling the wagons. You
feel the need to protect your own first
and then reach out to help others.
But what if it's your job to reach out,
to assistothers attimes exactly likethis?
When do you start putting others first?
How hard is it to let go of the hand of
your wife or husband, your significant
other,oryourchild,stepoverthebroken
china, and go to work?
Sharon, Carole and Frank are each
EAPs in the active San Fernando Valley
Chapter, as are others mentioned in
this article. They are about to learn of
their companies', employees and
clients' fates as they push away the
damage and find their way to work.
They are todiscoverwidevariances in
corporate response.At many worksites,
territorial lines collapsed rapidly, as

everyone pul led together to cope with
the disaster. And, in others, managers
at many levels showed less than
acceptable levels of compassion and
tolerance. Othersfaced the catastrophe
with denial, unable to grasp the EAP's
inability totravel towork— especially
when the work location was out of the
immediate area. Managers expected
too much of others, as they
simultaneously repressed their own
feelings of fear and anxiety.
The San Fernando Valley EAP
Chapter reached out its arm of support
and member reached out to member

for solace, as EAPs' responsibilities for
debriefings multiplied. Cosmetic
problems, such as shattered office
buildings, cracks in plaster and
stairwells and news photos
bombard i ng constantly with the extent
of the damage, seeped into the
debriefing sessions. As the Chapter
held its own Focus Group on Critical
Incident Debriefings, hearing
theoretical issues retraumatized those
present. Survival guilt issues emerged
as those in undamaged areas heard

Dawn rose eeri ly onto Marti n Luther
King's birthday.
The seismic institutes measure the

raw force of an earthquake. They give
you a number. Your own eyes can
gauge the destruction of physical
property and you are either shocked or
surprised, or not, by the extent of it.
However, there is no immediate way
to measure the amount of damage an
earthquake has done to the psyche.
The seismic jolt or jolts batter you
emotionally. Somegiantforcehasjust
made an attempt on your life and you
26
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Three weeks after the earthquake,a bulldozer removes what is left of the totally demolished Kaiser
Permanente Building,which housed the North Valley's medical clinic services,chemical dependency
program and the Kaiser EAP.

over and over of devastation, loss of
homes, jobs and even death. EAPs
also in private practice now must add
disaster to the hits already taken from
the economy and constraints of
managed care. Employees now are
copingwith puttinghomesandfamilies
back together — struggling with long,
tiring commutes.
Cancelled
appointments for those in private
practice loom over problems that
include inability to focus on self or
clients, feelings of vulnerability and
loss, helplessness and depression.
Los Angeles is now on what the LA
Times dubbed, "the long road back,"
and so are the EAPs described above:
• Sharon, now working at a satellite
office,slowly pul I ing her home back
together;
• Carole (our regional EAPA
representative) now able to talk
about that long, hard night, and to
share a poem written by one of her
clients;
• Frank, tired and drained by having
to cover his roof with plastic in
anticipationoftherains, butgrateful
for the safety of his family and
friends.
And, as night darkens the now
gentler earth beneath our feet, each
member of the San Fernando Valley
Chapter is now much more aware of
the value of humanism and respect for
each other. We salute our leadership
(Chris Gomberg, President, EAP for
Mattel Toys, Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center and Health Net); our national
colleagues who sent us telegrams and
calls of support, and our vibrant local
organization.
Tam Spiva and Donna Stewart
contributed the article above. Spiva is a
counselor on staff at Hollywood
Community Hospital in Van Nuys,

California; Stewart coordinates the
national outreach program for the John
Bradshaw Center at Ingleside Hospital
in Rosemead. They serve as the cochairs of the Communications
Committee for the San Fernando Valley
EAPA.

A Client Shares
During the calm ofthe night when
1 should have been able to sleep
woke up feeling protected,
refreshed and ready to start m y week
Suddenly, 1 heard a whisper that
quickly became a roar
My bedroom comes to life as my
walls begin to snore
The rumbling rips the silence,
erratically, my bed shakes
I'm-beingjerked, then tossed and
dropped as I realize it's a quake
The floor rattles with .violence,
hatred appears beneath my bed
Thoughts of my family's safety
begin racing through my head
Anger engulfs the room as
everything sails through the air
feel for the ground to run but it is
no longer there
The innocentcontinue to sleep as
the sleeping are consumed
Sounds of destruction echo as
blacknessandemptiness fillthe room
Glass shattering, furniture
breaking, the building starts to
crumble
Pleas from within cry out,assouls
begin to humble
"Dear Jesus, protect us,"was all /
managed to say
The arms to destruction hit, back
on the bed l lay
Thirty seconds ofsheer terror and
heart-pounding fear
Cries ofthe scared and hurt were
all 1 continued to hear
In the blackness 1 feel around for
the safety ofthe night
Outside, 1 huddle with strangers
awaiting the signs ofdaylight
1 turn to look around me, to the
mangled madness piled on the floor
All thatangerand destruction will
be known to many as the Quake of
'94.
submitted by Carole Stevenson,
Regional Representative, Pacific
Region.

L.A. Chapter Response

to the Quake of'94
The

Los

Angeles Chapter
EAPA offered
free counseling
support
to

~~
,
businesses and
individuals
affected by the
,,,,tip
a n u a r y
Carmen Abbott
earthquake ,
through a press release to area
newspapers, including Los Angeles
Times, Daily Breeze, Santa Monica
Outlook and Press Telegram. More
than 70 chapter members offered
human resourceservicestocompanies
throughouttheSouthlandarea,availing
themselves to meet with businesses,
large or small, to assess the impact of
the earthquake upon their employees
and to provide appropriate referrals
and counseling programs. Thechapter
also plugged EAPA within the release.
Chapter President Carmen Abbott
reports that the chapter ,has extended
its membership as a resource to the
South Bay Coalition in an effort to
reach businesses in that area. "We
think two new members have joined
our chapter as a result," says Abbott,
"and we hope to combine efforts on
future projects."
~

MEET THE PRESID
They're not i n it for the money. And
~rol~ably not for the promise of
exciting travel or personal glory.
EAPA chapter presidents, having
made a commitment to their
chapters anca to their field, accept
the responsibility of leadership
bec~iuse they want to help other
EAPA members advance the
professiz~n toward a futurE: of
promise. In May,the Exchan~jewill
begin introducing the women and
men around the world wha are
your chapter presidents.
APRIL 199}
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ON THE LABOR FF~ONT

How unionists helped in the l..A. Quake
by Jack McCabe, Labor Chairperson
nion members responded with
heroism and personal sacrifice
to aid fel low workers and other
victims of the recent, devastating Los
Angeles earthquake. The following
excerptsfrom Sharolyn A. Rosier's story
in the January 31, 1994 issue of AFLCIONews may hel p explai n why many
Los Angeleans were able to get their
lives back to normal sooner than
expected. Her accounts back up the
i mportance of avai table and responsive
resources in times of crisis.
"Again the brothers and sisters of
organized labor are responding
generously and making life less hectic
for workers affected by the
earthquake," said Los Angeles County
AFL-CIO Executive SecretaryTreasurerJamesWood."The monetary
support.has definitely helped, but you
can't beat the moral support and
volunteerism during times like this."
A key part of the federation's relief
effort has been an "800" number for
union members to call for relief
and
information, assistance
information on food distribution, said
Armando Olivas, director of
community servicesfortheL.A.County
AFL-CIO. The number is (800) AFLC102.
Union counselors were informed
of American Red Cross and Federal
Emergency Management Agency
procedures and helped with these as
well as organized labor's relief efforts.
Also, bilingual staff were available.
The January 17 earthquake shook
buildings as far away as San Diego,
125 miles to the south, and Las Vegas,
275 miles to the northeast. The
American Red Cross reported 56
deaths, more than 7,600 injuries and
681 people hospitalized. At least
50,000 family dwellings were
damaged.
Fire fighters, police officers, nurses
and public employees looked beyond
their personal misfortunes to provide
emergency assistance. At the height of
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the relief efforts, more than 2,500 fire
fighters assisted residents. Fortunately,
only five fire fighters were injured
during the relief efforts, said Capt.
Steve Valenzuela,communityrelations
officer for the L.A. County Fire
Department.
However, the aftermath from the
disaster kept union members busy for
many days, as numerous inspections
had to be performed to make sure
:homes and places where people work
are safe.
During the rains that followed the
quake, all county fire stations' located
in the Santa Clarita Valley provided
plastic sheeting, lathe and nails.
David Mi I ter, AFSCME publis affairs
representative, reported that parks and
recreation employees kept recreation
centers open and social workers
operated a hotline. A parking
enforcement officer who had lost her
home had healthcare training and
helped care for her neighbors.
With more than 7,000 people
injured, healthcare workers constantly
provided care wherever it was needed
— in hospital parking lots, emergency
rooms or in the streets.
Lee Boek, business representative
for Service Employees Local 399,noted
that because the Kaiser Permanente
Clinic in Granada Hillscollapsed,those
workers were moved to another
location; no one lost his or her job.
Local 399 represents some 11,000
health care workers at Kaiser offices in
southern California.
"We're extremely fortunate the
earthquake didn't strike on a school
day,"said Day Higuchi,vice president
of the AFT affiliate in Los Angeles.
"Every school has been inspected and
76 have been closed. Damage has
been estimated in the range of $500
millionthroughouttheschooldistrict."
N inety percentofthe students went
back to school, Higuchi said. Despite
the circumstances, teachers are doing
whatever is possible to maintain some
degree of normalcy in the classrooms.
Meanwhile, letter carriers have

continued service to the Los Angeles
community,said NALC Representative
Tom Young."The PostOffice haswalkup windows so persons who have
been displaced can pick up their mai I.
It's amazing how trivial matters seem
until there is an emergency like this
and all forms of communication are
extremely essential."
U nion members are helping in other
ways to ease the tragedy of the
earthquake. "Blood, money and
volunteers are needed more than any
otherthings," said David Oliver, AFLCIO community services liaison for
the American Red Cross. "The Red
Cross has opened 11 Service Centers,
includingtwoatMachinists Local 727
in Burbank and UAW Local 645 in
Van Nuys.
Earthquakevictimswho participate
in the AFL-CIO Union Privilege
MasterCard, loan, mortgage and real
estate and I ife insurance programs may
be eligible for payment extensions,
financial assistance and other special
help. Union Privilege members not
ivi ng i n the earthquake area who were
affected by the disruption of local
services because of the quake may
also be eligible.
"We understand how tough it is for
people to put their lives back together
when disaster strikes," said Union
Privilege President David Silberman.
"ThaYs why we've contacted our
program providers and assembled this
special assistance program to let our
members know that we're here, and
that we'I I do whatever we can to het p."
Ms.Rosier's story makes me wonder
if enough importance is given to the
support system, in effect a form of
employee assistance, provided by
unionstoitsmembers. Havingagreater
"comfort level" because insurance or
income protection programs are in
place or health care services are
covered to union members may
certainly make it easier for them to do
the day-to-day work that made life
better for the millions of persons
affected by the L.A. earthquake. ~
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CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS

ACC PDH-approved conferences
and workshops:
Santa Clara Valley Chapter
EAPA, April 25 in Palo Alto, CA,
"Workers' Compensation"; May 24,
"Revolving Poor Clients"; June 28,
"Integrated EAP and Managed Care";
each 1 hr.; contactArlene Unger,(415)
856-0690.
Rutgers University Center of
Alcohol Studies, May 5 in Piscataway,
NJ, "Alcohol in American Society";
May 12, "Cult Phenomena in
Recovery"; each 6 hrs.; contact Gail
Milgram,(908)932-4317.
North Alabama Chapter EAPA,May
10 in GulfShores,AL,"Organizational
Behavior," 2 hrs.; May 11,"Motivating
Resistant Employees,"4.5 hours.; May
12, "Positioning the EAP Field in
through
Healthcare
Reform
Legislation," 2 hrs.; May 12,"Managed
Mental Healthcare,Developmentsand
EAP" and "Sexual Harassment," each
2 hrs.; May 13,"HIV,Impacton EAPs,"
"Stress
Management"
and
"Adolescents in Recovery," each 2
hrs.; May 14,"Out of the Darkness for
the ElderAlcohol and Drug Abuser," 2
hrs.; fee for all blocks $90 member/
$115 non-member before 4/15/94;
$100 member/$125 non-member after
4/15/94;contact Paula King,(615)3596241.
Houston Chapter EAPA, May 10 at
HCADA, Houston, TX, "Cultural
Diversity"; June 14,"Mediation Skills
for EAPs"; each 1.5 hrs.; contact Jim
Ezrow,(713)567-6400.
Illinois Chapter EAPA 15th Annual
Conference, May 20 in Arlington
Heights, IL, "Re-Engineering EAPs";
$90 for EAPA members, $105 for
nonmembers; call (312) 645-0083.
Northern Ohio Chapter EAPA,May
20 in Cleveland, OH, "Safety and
EAPs," June 17, "Violence in the
Workplace," each 2 hrs.; contact
Joseph Calucchia,(216) 429-7434.
Continuing Medical Education
Programs, Department of Psychiatry,
University of Connecticut Medical
School, May 20 in Farmington, CT,
30
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"New Approaches to Panic &
Generalized Anxiety Disorders";June
17, "Tools for Transforming Trauma:
Ericksonian Approaches to Treating
Trauma and Sexual Abuse"; each 5.5
hrs.;contact Dorothy Kagan orMarlene
Gavens,(203)679-3789.
JFSA Professional Services,June 10
in Cleveland, OH, "Chemical
Dependency Issues &The Couple
System," 6 hrs.; contact Phyllis
Hulewat,(216) 292-3000.
Los Angeles Chapter EAPA,Ju ne 22
at Airport Marriott Hotel, L.A., CA,
"How to Deal with Difficult People at
Work," 2 hrs.; contact Paul Salzman,
1150 Yale Street,Su ite 1,Santa Monica,
CA 90403.

Other Conferences
Utah School on Alcoholism and
Other Drug Dependencies 43rd
Annual Program, June 19 - 24 in Salt
Lake City, UT; EAP and Managed Care
Section features Charla Parker,
Teamsters Assistance Program,
Oakland, CA; Gloria Porter, National
Medical Enterprizes; David Levine,
American Biodyne; Kevin Flynn,
C.I.S.D.expert;Tom Pascoe,Preferred

Health; and other presenters from
labor, business and healthcare. Cosection leaders are Candace Bibby,
consultant, lecturer and author; and
Frank Huddleston, National EAP/
Treatment Consultant. 20 PDHs
applied for; call (801) 575-2181 or
write P.O. Box 2604, Salt Lake City,
UT 84110.
The International Institute on the
Prevention and Treatment of
Alcoholism and Drug
Dependence
Prague, Czech Republic
June 5 - 11, 1994
Presented by the
International Council on
Alcohol and Addictions (ICAA)
an organization sponsored by
The World Health Organization
The 1994 Institute is the 38th
conference on alcoholism and the
21st on drug dependence. For
information, contact Joanne Pilat at
(312) 230-6244.

IIVFOTRACKS

DoT Issues Final Alcohol and
Drug Testing Rules
n February 3, 1994, U.S.
Secretary of Transportation
Federico Pena announced
final rules requiring alcohol testing
programs and extension ofdrug-testing
programs for more than 7.4 million
employees who perform safetysensitive functions in transportation
industries. The regulations are based
on three principles— safety, common
sense and flexible performance-based

standards. The department proposed
to lower the random rate for drug
testing to 25 percent(from 50 percent)
for those industries where the positive
rate for random testing has been less
than 1.0 percent for two consecutive
years. Further, an initial testing rate of
25 percent can be lowered to 10
percent if data for two consecutive
years show the random violation rate
(tests above 0.04 and refusals to take

the test) is less than 0.5 percent.
Underthe regulations, an employee
may not perform safety-sensitive
functionswhile usingalcohol orwithin
four hours after using alcohol (eight
hours for flight crews), or with an
indicated alcohol concentration of
0.04orgreater. Employeeswhoengage
in prohibited conduct, including
having a test result of .04 or greater,
must be immediately removed from
safety-sensitive functions and cannot
return to such functions unti I evaluated
by a substance abuse professional. If
necessary, they must undergo
rehabilitation. Such employees are
also subject to return-to-duty and
follow-up testing. Employees whose
test resu It is .02 or greater but less than
.04 must be removed from safetysensitive functions for at least eight
hours or until they pass another test
(24 hour removal required for holders
of commercial driver licenses).
Also included in 15 documents
released February 3 are notices of
proposed rulemaking (NPRMs) that:
would allow blood. alcohol tests for
post-accident and reasonable
suspicion tests when breath-testing
devices are not readily available; and
propose to applythealcoholand drugtesting requirementstoforeignaviation
and ,motor carrier operations in the
U.S. pending the outcome of bilateral
or multilateral negotiations.
The rules generally require
implementation starting January 1,
1995,for large compan ies(50 or more
safety-sensitive employees) and
generally January 1, 1996,for smaller
companies.Theruleswill bepublished
in the Federal Register. Copies of the
rules may be obtained from the DoT
Office of Drug Enforcement and
Program Compliance(202)366-3784

or by writing to Department of
Transportation, Room 9404, 400 7th
Street,S.W.,Washington,D.C. 20590.

When Alcoholism is
a Family Affair
An alcoholic employee's children
run a higher risk of abusing alcohol
During Alcohol
themselves.
Awareness Month in April, EAPs may
wish to launch a campaign to help
educate parents on youth and alcohol.
According to a fact sheet issued by
NCADD, 87 percent of high school
seniors have used alcohol;further, use
ofalcohol andotherdrugs isassociated
with the leading causes of death and

injury among teenagers and young
adults. First use of alcohol typically
begins around the age of 13; junior/
middleandseniorhigh schnolstudents
drink 35 percent of all wine coolers
sold in the U.S. and consume 1.1
billion cans of beer. Among teenagers
who"binge" drink (five or more drinks
in a row), 39 percent say they drink
alone; 58 percent drink when they are
upset; 30 percent drink when they are
bored; and 37 percent drink to feel
high. The difference in "binge"
drinking between males and females
has gradual ly diminished overthe past
decade. Among sexual ly active teens,
those who average five or more drinks
daily are nearly three times less likely
to use condoms.
AI most80 percent ofteenagers don't
know that a 12 ounce can of beer has
the same amount of alcohol as a shot
of wh iskey and 55 percent don't know
that a five ounce glass of wine and a
can of beer have the same amount;56
percent of students in grades five to 12
saythatalcohol advertisingencourages
them to drink; and 35 percent of
children in the fourth grade report
having been pressured by their
classmates to drink; by the time they
reach sixth grade, 49 percent have
been pressured.
NCADD Fights for AOD Benefit
TheClintonAdministration isbeing
forced to scale back on a number of
benefits in the proposed Health
Security Act, among them the AOD
(alcohol and other drug addiction)
treatment benefit. Competing plans
under consideration —such as that
proposed by Representative Robert
Michel (R-IL), Representative Jim
Cooper(D-TN)orSenatorPhil Gramm
(R-TX) —may -not include a defined
benefit. In a joint advocacy effort,
NCADD and other members of the
Health Care Reform Task Force of the
National Coalition on Alcohol and
Drug Issues have identified three key
issues in the Winter "NCADD
Amethyst' newsletter:
• An AOD treatment benefit must be
included in any new deliverysystem
and thatcoverage must be defined.
This decision should not be left up
toavaguelydefined "national health
board" such as that mentioned in
the Health Security Act.
• The AOD benefit should be
segregated from the mental health
benefit. Congress needs to

recognize the differences between
these illnessesand make provisions
for the d ifferent types of appropriate
and necessary treatment.
The utilization reviewandmanaged
care professionals who will
determine a person's access to
treatment must be trained in the
addictions field.
MCC Behavioral Care Reports
High EAP Satisfaction Rating
MCC Behavioral Care, a CIGNA

Healthcare company and national
manager and provider of behavioral
care services, has released resultsfrom
a 1993 survey of users of its EAP
services. The results include a 97+
percent satisfaction rating with MCC's
EAP program. The survey included
responses from more than 500 users of
the services during the last three
quartersof1993. Keyfindingsinclude:
• 74 percent of respondents reported
an improved ability to cope with
the concern that brought them to
the EAP;
• 76 percent of respondents reported
an improved overall outlook;
• 98 percent of respondents reported
they would use MCC's EAP again.
• 98 percent of respondents reported
they would recommend the EAP to
a friend.
I`~
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JUNE IN THE
EXCHANGE
"The EAP: Future of a
Profession"
What are your top-ten issues for the future
of the field? How do you envision the model
EAP program of the future? How is your
EAP:working within managed care orother
healthcare paradigms; meeting greater
client demands; forming information links;
evaluating and proving its worth; changing
your image? Please share your thoughts
and activities with the readers of the
Exchange;call Beverly Foster at(703)5226272 orfax (703)522-4585 before April 10.
Thank you.
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PUBIC POLICY

Keeping Up...with Healthcare Reform
by Maureen Kerrigan, Esq.
Director, Government Relations

EAPA

has joined with a number of
other national substance abuse
groups on a package of
amendments for consideration by
Congress in its deliberations on
President Clinton's healthcare reform
legislation. The amendments will first
be offered to the first Congressional
committee to consider the legislation,
the Energy and Commerce Committee
in the House of Representatives, which
is expected to complete its work on the
legislation by the beginning of March.
The House Ways and Means
Committee and the House Education
and Labor Committee will be the next
committees toconsiderthe Legislation.
The President has asked the Senate not
to wait for the House to complete its
work and to begin its consideration as
soon as possible., The White House
wants to sign legislation before the
November elections.
Any individuals interested in
receiving a copy of the amendments
should contact me at EAPA,(703)5226272. Your support in getting these
amendments accepted is critical. The
inclusion of any coverage for mental
health and substance abuse is still
being fought, and is far from assured.
In addition, I have prepared a
grassroots package that was distri buted
to the EAPA Board of Directors, the
Legislative and Public Policy Network
and~the EACC. The package provides
information on the issues and the
politics, as well as tips on how to
lobby. Please let me know if you are
interested in receiving a package.
The amendments address the
following issues:
• Replacethesubstanceabusebenefit
now in the legislation with a more
comprehensive benefit. An
independent study has concluded
that the benefit currently in the
Presidents bill is inaccurately
overestimated to cost $48 per
covered life. The study found that
32
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the data relied on is outdated,
primarily because it relies on data
from 1980 when inpatient hospital
care was utilized much more
extensively. The cost projection
also assumes an inappropriate
increase in utilization. The study
costed out the benefit proposed by
the amendments at $45.10 per
covered life. (Copies of the study
are also available from EAPA.)
The proposed amendment would
restore the benefit to the scope of
services the Administration had
proposed in a draft September 7th.
The benefit had been reduced in half
because ofthe cost estimates;the study
disputes the cost estimates.
The President's bill would now
provide coverage for up to 30 days of
residential care, up to 60 days of
intensive nonresidential care (and a
second 60 days if the plan specifically
authorizes it for the individual) and
120 visits for outpatient substance
abuse counseling and relapse
prevention.
The amendment uses the coverage
proposed in the September 7th draft
and would provide coverage for
residential care for two episodes, up to
30 days each; 120 days of intensive
nonresidential care; and unlimited
coverage for outpatient substance
abuse counseling and relapse
prevention.
Other issues addressed in the
amendments:
• Designate certified employee
assistance providers as qualified
case managers.
• Designate certified employee
assistance providers as qualified to
do utilization review.
• Eliminatetherequirementto"swap"
residential care for other levels of
care. The President's bill would
require that residential care be
swapped atone residential day for
every two intensive nonresidential
days and one residential day. for
every four outpatient counseling
sessions.

Provide services to family members
of individuals with alcohol or drug
problems as long as the individual
is eligible for treatment. The
Presidents bill would only provide
it if the individual is in treatment.
Include
substance
abuse
information in health education
classes.
Eliminate separate utilization
review requirements for substance
abusetreatmentand insteadsubject
substance abuse treatment to the
same management as the other
benefits in the President's bill. The
President's bill would permit each
health plan to develop its own
utilization review standards and
procedures. A "health professional
designated by the plan" would
perform the review.
If the separate utilization review
requirements are not eliminated,
an alternative amendment is
proposed that would impose
standards on the health plans and
the placement criteria used. The
amendment cites the American
Society of Addiction Medicine
criteria, that EAPA was involved in
formulating and supports. This
amendment is a key one for EAPA.
Absent utilization reviewstandards,
access may continue to be denied
even if individuals are eligible for
benefits. It will also be impossible
to develop outcome data, which
will be necessary for the benefit to
continue to be provided to
individuals.
Provide case management to
individuals in residential and
intensive nonresidential treatment.
The Presidents bit I would authorize
case management only for
outpatient care.
Makeall cost-sharing requirements
for substance abuse and mental
health services applicable to the
outof-pocketlimit. The President's
bi I I wou Id proh i bit any cost-sharing
requirements to be applied to an
individual's out-of-pocket limit.

Revise
the
cost-sharing
requirements for substance abuse
treatment in the low-cost sharing
plan. The President's bill would
require individuals to payfrom $10/
visit for outpatient substance abuse
counseling to $25/visit for the
second 60 days of intensive
nonresidential care and family
services.

Requ i re states to mai ntai n thei r level
of funding for substance abuse
treatment until a comprehensive,
unlimited benefit is in place. The
Presidents bill would provide such
a benefit in the year 2001. The
limitations in the Presidents bill
make this necessary. There are the
day and visit limitations and

utilization review restrictions
already mentioned, as well as
exclusions,such astheexclusionof
prisoners completely from the
coverage provided in the bill.
Therefore, it is expected that statefunded treatment will continue to
be necessary for many.
AIlow states to authorize the use of
hospital-based care for inpatient
services other than detoxification.
The Presidents bill would limit
hospital care coverage to
detoxification only.
Designate substance abuse
treatment programs as essential
community providers,and therefore
guarantee the right to participate
in provider networks established

by health plans and be treated as
favorably as other providers.

■
In addition, EAPA has been working
on an amendmentto provide a discount
of up to ten percent on the premiums
of employers who provide employee
assistance programs. The Presidents
bi I I wou Id requ i re al I employers to pay
80 percent of the cost of their
employees'premium. Theamendment
would authorize a discount, the
amount to be computed based on the
average savings in healthcare
expenditures over five years achieved
from the program, up to ten percent.
At press time, the language of the
C~
amendment is not finalized.

Kep. Sherrod Brown (D-OH), quoting statistics
well known to employee assistance professionals,
on March 1 proposed a resolution to offer financial
incentives to employers with worksite-based health
promotion programs. These programs are defined as
ones which "provide appropriate screening,
counseling and education for employees at the
worksite in order to promote health, safety, and
personal involvement in preventing illness and
injury.°
Representativesfrom an allianceoforganizations,
which includes EAPA; endorsed the resolution and
addressed Rep. Brown, the media and others in
attendanceontheways inwhich theworksitehealth
promotion fields they represent contribute to a
healthier, more productive workforce. The
amendment currently being drafted will specify
parameters for granting employer discounts on
employee premiums and an amountforthe discount,
which Rep. Brown believes will be around five
percent. It will further contain language specifically
calling for an employee assistance program and
describing the scope of the program.
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by Beverly Foster
outstanding alcoholism program. By 1986,when it expanded
ighty-five EAP coordinators, most of whom
to address other substance abuse issues, it boasted 100,000
gathered for a week of:training at the William F.
"graduate"employees who had successfully participated in
Bolger Academy in Potomac,Maryland, will hear
the program, By 1990 that number jumped to 150,000 and
it again and again. The world is watching as the
the program received the Office ofPersonnel Management
United States Postal Service institutes perhaps the most
Director's Award on behalf of the President of the United
comprehensive employee assistance program ever.
States, for being the most outstanding EAY in the federal
Corporations and government agencies alike are watching
government. In 1991, EAPDigestand the Nor[h American
as 85 well-credentialed EAP coordinators assume an
EAI' Professional Congress inducted Dr. Kuntz into the
unprecedented administrative role as"majorchange agents"
EAI'Hall ofFame for his contributions to the field. Surveys
in a restructuring postal service. They're watching to see
conducted by the EAP concluded that the majority of
if the USPS can pull it off — providing a coordinated and
presenting problems now centered about marital and
high-tech employee assistance service to 800,000employees
emotional issues; in response, the EAP expanded to broad
and their families. From the looks of the crew in Potomac
brush. Things would happen quickly, now, witk~ both
during the week ofFebruary 7-11,they were definitely up,
managementand unions recognizing the need for continual
and up to the task that lay before them. What better place
expansion and upgrade of the program. A national
to learn the ropes of an intricate and demanding program
agreement between management and unions confirmed
than on the rambling grounds of the beautiful Bolger
Academy, which brings to mind an Ivy
League college campus. The atmosphere
was both charged and relaxed, with newly
assigned coordinators from throughout the
U.S. meeting one another,testing the waters
of this new domain, and sampling some
pretty good Maryland food served in the
cafeteria.
At the helm of this initiative is John G.
Kurutz, Ph.D., USPS. National Manager,
EAP. Kurutz has been with the program
throughout its development. From his first
position on the faculty ofthe Postal Service
Management Academy, he became an
administrative.manager in the office of the
Assistant Postmaster General for Employee
Relations. In 1985,the Assistant Postmaster
General sought to broaden and expand the
Postal Services'EA.Pfrom its 1968 beginnings (New SAP c:€~orgfir~~~ons,{tiron9.rt~w, fr€>m 4~~t~ E^/eP~,c~efi'I~. 1'uwrs:,: ,
as the Program for Alcoholic Recovery. Adam, Crie District; sc;r..nncl raw, Tlael~t~a lean.Ncl~yis, 7'enn~s~e 4ei:;tricd, 'iia~;;~r~ i~~y~~r,
That early program, a pioneer of its time, i'ittsbr~r~;h IaisFricR sitid fvli~haxe.) I.a~r~;~:ttu,[3~o~uer ~.Disiric:t..Alsri pie:~ur~:et iti i~r. f)~ia~ ,~. ta~Ka~i.
Meyer "gracirtaied" feum a prior U51~§ EAN ixositiezra into her new role, which slie says is a
had been recipient in 1982 of the Ross Van "clr~gmatic change. f~i my olcl position, I supervi~a~d c zirmselors and also cuun~slyd emplc~ye~s.
Weigand Award for the nation's most ~1'~. ?<~z rific thc, pr<r~ra~ss we're making; r~u~v an€~ it'a mach mare. c:xc~itin~r i~ come to wr vt~:"34
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that fact. Watching
Kurutz as he spoke, it
was obvious that he
approved of this new
direction.
"Both labor and
management
are
working toward the
same end," says Kurutz,
"that is, the welfare of
our employees. It makes
sense that this joint
interest should result in
a joint program."
The environment of
USPS in 1992 was one sh
America: restnicturing. Fc
would be affected by dow
USPS EAPs throughout the
were reassigned to other
positions,or opted for earl
'more efficient and producuve posiai service rocusea irs
mission on enhanced communications. Kurutz and his
supervisor, Ann C. Wright, Manager, Office of Safety and
Health, were ready to explore avenues to take an awardwinning program to its own new level of excellence.
Certainly, this was an appropriate program to now pioneer
the EAP of the firture. It seemed the sky was the limit, so
they went for it. A metamorphosis was about to take place,
with the help of Organizational Development expert Bob

"There is no room for error here," EAPA President Sandra
Turner told the EAP coordinators in training at the William
f. Bolger Academy. "1 congratulate you bath on your
appointment and nn your. willingness to serve in this
capacity." Turner inkroduced those in atkendance to EAPA,
its agenda,and benefiks of belonging. "The primary reason
to join is a~liation,"she told the group,"receive consultation
nn workplace issues, and avail yourself of opportunities to
continue your professional education." Turner, USPS
consultant Dr.
DaleA.Masi and
EASNA First
Vice President
Edward Haaz
fielded questions from the
audience.
Turner antici~,,,,'
pates anumber
of new members
~.
as a result of the
enthusiastic
response to
EAPA from the
coordinators at
Bolger
the
Academy on
~«~
February 7.

Fournier and consultant to internal administration Dr. Dale
A. Masi.
"We've chosen this time to hire 85 EAP coordinators in
each of the 85 postal districts," says Kurutz. "These people
all come with at least a master's degree in an area of mental
health and several years of experience. Their role, which
does not include counseling employees, is four-fold: as
leaders ofdistrictteams,they will be agents oforganizational

EXTERNAL EAP
SERVICE PROVIDER
FEDERAL OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
REGION V

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
HEAD6ZUARTERS
OFFICE OF SAFETY &HEALTH
NATL. MGR. EAP
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DISTRICT

COORDINATOR

ORGANIZATION:
MANAGEMENT/UNIONS

SUB-CONTRACTOR
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Role of EAP Coordinatorvs.External EAP Counselors
The EAP Coordinator has overall responsibility
for monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness
of the local EAP, Also responsible for ensuring
that established Postal and EAP policies and
procedures are followed including the
specifications of the Inter-agency Agreement
with the external provider.
• Oversees and coordinates a network of
professional EAP services to ensure effective
delivery within assigned geographic area.
• Identifies and evaluates community resources
including medical, legal,financial, social and
psychological services.
• Identifies unusual situations that require
intervention by EAP,
• The EAP Coordinator is the liaison between the
external EAP counseling staff and the Postal
Service concerning local program
administration.

change,setting the pace
ofinterventions that will
be used to create change
in the work climate and
environment;
as
employee advocates,
they will promote an
effective
serviceoriented EAP that meets
the needs of all
employees;
as
administrators, they will
monitorthe benchmarks
of the inter-agency
agreement; and as
consultants to senior
management, they will
address any issue that
requires an intervention
to create a safe and

healthy environmentfor

„
all employees.

~~~ see this as a unique opportunity;'says Judy
Del Regno,Tampa District. "I've been wanting
to work in organizational.development; this
allows me to remain an EAP but also delve into
OD." Del Regno has worked in the private
sector and has designed an integrated EAP.
"Once you got the program designed and on its
feet,organizational issues would come up,but
theEAPcouldnotaddressthem. Nowwecan."

The coordinators will
be monitoring the work done by two subcontractors —
one East of the Mississippi and one West —which will

• Maintains a current fisting of all EAP counselors
including affiliate organizations and their staff.

provide 300 or more EAP counselors. Ih addition, the
subcontractors will have access to possibly thousands of
affiliate counselors to ensure EAP service is within range

• Provides information and guidance to EAP
counselors concerning postal policy and
procedures.

of each USPS employee using it. Kurutz is pleased that
the program allows for 12 free sessions with the EAP.

• Maintains a file of the resumes of the external
EAP counseling staff, and reviews the resumes
to ensure counselors meet the required
qualification standards as provided in the Interagency Agreement.
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"We have a 1-800-EAP-4YOU numberwhich immediately
switches the call to the employee's districtEAP counselor,"
he says. "In addition," WrighC adds,"there is a 1-800-327HELP line which has been receiving about 250 calls each
month, mostly from `the floor' in different postal service
offices."
Kurutz leans back and takes a breath, aware of the
scope of the program he is describing and a little in awe
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of the responsibility that goes with being at the
forefront of a program under world scrutiny.
"The Postal Service is creating new standards on
what EAP is," he says, going on to describe the
high-tech communications now underway to
link more than a million potential EAP users to
the service. In addition, an information system
nearing completion will allow counselors and
management to access statistical data. This is
software that Kurutz believes may prove useful
to other EAPs.
A month into the new program, the Denver
district is already"overwhelmed with requests,"
says Wright. "The cooperation between union
and management is very positive. This is
especially significant, since Denver was one of
the districts most reluctant to change., Now

they're commending the program."
Dr. John Kurutz in his office at USPS Headquarters, L'Enfant Plaza, Washington, ~.c.
"LISPS is creating new standards on what EAP is," says Kurutz.
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The world is watching. USPS believes it will
like what it sees.

Don't Miss EAPA's
23Yd A~~ual ConfeYence
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Sheraton Boston Hotel & 'lowers November 18-21

Advance Program to be mailed out to
more than 18,000 individuals in July
Foy more information contact:
EAPA
2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
(703)522-6272
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New D.O.T. Regulations:
EAP's in the driver's seat with
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THE D.O.T. TRAINING MODULE
New Department of Transportation Alcohol and DrugTesting regulationsfor all Department of Transportationregulated industries — aviation, motor carriers, rail, transit and pipelines — are to be implemented January
1, 1995, by large employers. New regulations include Certified Employee Assistance Professionals(CEAP)
as Substance Abuse Professionals who will provide assessment, referral, training and follow-up services.
The new D.O.T. TRAINING MODULE is designed to help employer,supervisor,shop steward and employee
comply with the final package of regulations. The training package includes information and user-friendly
materials:
~xecuti~e Briefing
7'raicaer's Manua! with Sample ~'<~~n~s

Videos on:
I7.0."~'. Substance Abuse Awar~e~ess
Shn~ Steward/Supervisor A~c~ohai ancf
l~ru~; Awareness

Cost: $200 includes postage and handling
o
' ~
,`~',,
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You need travel no further than to the
telephone to order THE D.O.T. TRAINING
MODULE or receive additional information.
Call Buckley Productions at
(41~ 383-2009.
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